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Trails Plan Development Process
The updated FNSB Trails Plan is a system-wide, comprehensive plan guiding development, preservation,
management, and maintenance of the recreational trail system in the FNSB for the next 10-20 years. The
Trails Plan and was developed through a collaborative process to ensure it is representative of and
supported by the community. The FNBS Parks & Recreation Department, with assistance from a
consulting team of planning and trail development professionals, completed this update of the Trails
Plan with funding provided by a federal grant from the U.S. Department of Defense Office of Local
Defense Community Cooperation (formerly the Office of Economic Adjustment).
The Trails Plan was updated through a six-stage process. Each step included significant contributions
from the Trails Advisory Commission and the public that informed the products created or presented in
the next stage of the process.


Step 1: Data Collection, Inventory & Analysis – Understanding what we have
The initial step in the process inventoried the condition, use, and status of existing FNSB trails and
an analysis of the systems by which they are created and managed. This included asking the public
to identify what trails they use, when and how they use them, the review of adopted plans and
policies, assessment of Parks & Recreation Department operations and limitations, and learning
from the TAC. Tools to collect data included a project website, TAC meetings and public workshops,
an online interactive comment map, a community Trail User Survey and historic trail files housed
within the Parks & Recreation Department.



Step 2: Vision, Goals, Issues & Opportunities Identification – Defining holistically where we want
to be
Working closely with the TAC over multiple meetings and review and contributions by the public, a
rounded, representative vision for the future of the FNSB trails network was defined. The focus of
this stage was to determine what the recreational trail system should be 10-20 years from now, and
what goals are most important for that future system. By identifying a vision and its supporting
goals, issues and opportunities with the existing system were more easily defined. The online
interactive comment map and Trail User Survey also significantly contributed to this step in the Plan
development process.



Step 3: Future Trail Corridors Identification – Identifying physically where we want to be
One of the most significant roles of the Trails Plan is to identify indispensable trails to be designated
for formal protection. This rigorous stage of the Trail Plan update included reviewing, amending, and
updating existing trails data, and reviewing and considering public suggestions for altered trail
alignments, new trails, and new connections for trails to be included in the final plan. Criteria for
reviewing suggestions and selecting preferred trails was developed based on the defined goals and
guiding principles, and trail design best practices, and were applied to create the draft trail
recommendations. The online interactive comment map, geographic comments on the static daft
maps, and TAC public work sessions were tools used to collect data on future trail corridors.
Informed conversations with major landowners in the Borough upon who’s land recommended
trails may cross were also part of this step of the Plan development process.
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Step 4: Recommendations & Implementation Strategies Determination – Deciding how we are
going to get there
To achieve the community’s defined goals and actualize its vision for FNSB trails, improvements or
actions relevant to the management, maintenance, and planning of the trails system-wide should be
made. This step in the process identified those recommended actions and defined implementation
strategies and responsible parties. Consultation with a professional land surveyor and other FNSB
departments, including Community Planning, Natural Resource Development and Legal, informed
the recommendations made in addition to close work with the TAC.



Step 5: Plan Development & Public Review – Bringing it all together & verifying it represents our
community
Products of Steps 1-4 of the development process were compiled together into a draft Trails Plan
and presented to the public for their review and comment. A TAC work session and a series of inperson workshops supported the public review of the plan. Comments on the draft plan were
reviewed and incorporated as appropriate into the final plan.



Step 6: Plan Adoption – Formalizing our plan for future recreational trails
The final stage in the Plan development process is formal review and approvals by FNSB
commissions and the assembly. This Comprehensive Recreational Trails Plan, with a
recommendation and support from the TAC, will be presented to the Planning Commission and
Platting Board at a public hearing and, with a recommendation of approval from the Planning
Commission, then to the Borough Assembly for final approval. Once approved, the Trails Plan will
become an adopted element of the Borough Comprehensive Plan.
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Public Engagement Activity Summary
Contributions from stakeholders including the Trails Advisory Commission, trail users and user groups,
land management agencies and major landowners, and the public informed the most essential
components of the Trails Plan. The majority of the Trails Plan Update occurred during the COVID-19
pandemic, which required most meetings to be held virtually. Despite the lack of physical face-to-face
conversations, interactive and iterative opportunities to participate in the process resulted in higherthan anticipated levels of engagement. Primary components of the Public Engagement Process are
summarized in the following sections.

Trails Advisory Commission (TAC)
Members of the TAC served as the primary steering committee for the Trails Plan update and were an
active and informed sounding board for the community throughout the Plan’s development, approval,
and adoption. The following work sessions and meetings with the TAC were dedicated to the Trails Plan
throughout its development:
















Work Session 1: February 8th, 2021| Kickoff
Work Session 2: February 24th, 2021| Inventory & Trail Issue Identification for North and West
Borough areas (TAC Public Workshop 1)
Work Session 3: March 1st, 2021| Inventory & Trail Issue Identification for South and East
Borough areas (TAC Public Workshop 2)
Work Session 4: April 5th, 2021| Define Vision & Goals,
Work Session 5: April 14th, 2021| Continue to define Vision, Goals & Objectives
Work Session 6: May 4th, 2021| Vision, Goals, & Objectives continued (TAC Public Workshop 3)
Work Session 7: June 7th, 2021| Confirm Vision and Goals, review preliminary Trail Use Survey
results, begin identifying priority trail criteria
Work Session 8: July 7th, 2021| Define priorities for identifying future trail corridors
Work Session 9: October 25th, 2021| Review and provide input on Round 1 Draft Trail
Recommendations for the North and West Borough areas (TAC Public Workshop 4)
Work Session 10: November 22nd, 2021| Review and provide input on Round 1 Draft Trail
Recommendations for the South and East Borough areas (TAC Public Workshop 5)
Work Session 11: January 24th, 2022| Review draft System-Wide Recommendations and
Implementation Strategies
Work Session 12: May 23rd, 2022| Review and provide input on the Draft Comprehensive
Recreational Trails Plan, including updated trail recommendations for the FNSB (TAC Public
Workshop 6)
Work Session 13: June 27th, 2022| Continue review of Draft Trails Plan and provide direction on
specific trail recommendations which received significant public comment
Meeting 14: July 25th, 2022| Final review and approval of the Trails Plan

All TAC meetings and work sessions are noticed in accordance with applicable Open Meetings Act
requirements and are published on the FNSB website.
Agendas are included in the attachments.
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TAC Public Workshops
The public was actively invited to attend and participate in six TAC Public Workshops. While all TAC
meetings are open to the public, these workshops were targeted engagement opportunities for
members of the public to share their ideas with the TAC and Plan development team and were
advertised as such (see Notifications and Outreach section).











TAC Public Workshop 1: February 24th, 2021 – Inventory & Trail Issue Identification for North
and West Borough areas
TAC Public Workshop 2: March
1st, 2021 – Inventory & Trail
Issue Identification for South
and East Borough areas
TAC Public Workshop 3: May
4th, 2021 – Draft Vision, Goals,
and Objectives presented to
the public for feedback
TAC Public Workshop 4:
October 25th, 2021 – Review
and provide input on Round 1
Draft Trail Recommendations for the North and West Borough areas
TAC Public Workshop 5: November 22nd, 2021 – Review and provide input on Round 1 Draft
Trail Recommendations for the South and East Borough areas
TAC Public Workshop 6: May 23rd, 2022 – Review and provide input on the Draft
Comprehensive Recreational Trails Plan, including updated trail recommendations for the FNSB
TAC Public Workshop 7: June 27th, 2022 – Continue review of Draft Trails Plan and provide
direction on specific trail recommendations which received significant public comment
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In-Person Open Houses
Ahead of the formal comment period on the Draft Trails Plan, two inperson open houses were held in tandem with the FNSB
Comprehensive Roads Plan, undergoing a concurrent update, to
present the updated draft trail recommendations maps and
recommendation and implementation actions. The workshops
occurred over the same week, presenting the same materials, but
targeted residents of different regions of the FNSB.
Postcards advertising the open houses were sent to property owners
who may be affected by potential road or trails identified in the draft
plans (postcard attached). Social Media posts, newspaper ads, public
radio announcements, and project contact list emails also supported
advertisement of the public workshops.



May 17th, North Pole High School Commons, 6:00 to 8:00 PM
May 19th, Lathrop High School Cafeteria, 6:00 to 8:00 PM
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Trail User Survey
An online survey supported issue and
opportunity identification, collected user
demographics and engaged the public via
self-selecting and random sampling
methods. 1,213 responses were collected,
including 82 respondents who were
randomly selected, and the results of the
survey were used to inform multiple steps
in the Plan development process. See
Appendix E. Trail Use Survey Report for
survey methodology and results.

Project Website
The project team developed and
maintained an accessible project-specific
website throughout the development of
the Trails Plan. It served as a hub for Plan
development information, opportunities to
participate, materials to review, and
project team contact information
(www.fnsbtrailsplan.com).
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Online Interactive Comment Map
Using Esri GIS products, an online interactive mapping tool was developed specifically for this Trails Plan
update. The interactive map collected geolocated comments and input from the public and current trail
users on specific existing and desired trails. Users could entire point-based data, draw routes, and
upload their own tracking information to trace into the map. Additionally, there was a tab on the map
built for searching and commenting on a trail, in its entirety or significant segments of it, by its name.
Information gathered served as the base for the final trail alignments recommended in this updated
Plan. Over 700 unique comments were submitted through this platform; all data collected, including
comment and route location data, has been saved and is accessible through the FNSB Parks &
Recreation Department.

Coordination with Partnering Agencies & FNSB Departments
Meetings and conversations with partnering agencies informed recommendation and implementation
strategy development and ensured continuity with other adopted plans and policies. FNSB Departments
also reviewed the draft Trails Plan, including the draft Recommendations and Implementation Table,
and provided comments that were incorporated ahead of its adoption.

Coordination with Major Landowners
This was essential to making future trail corridor recommendations, conversations with major
landowners informed final recommended trail alignments and defined reasonable paths to varying
levels of trail protection, use agreements, etc. to allow the public to continue to enjoy existing
recreational opportunities and provide new ones.
Two Major Landowner Forums were hosted virtually by FNSB on December 16th and 17th, 2021, to
reintroduce landowners to the Trails Plan purpose and development process and to initiate
conversations on recreational trails on their lands. Landowners shared some experiences, concerns, and
opportunities for recreational trails and FNSB Project Manager and Trail Coordinator, Bryant Wright
highlighted the Trails Plan update as an opportunity and avenue to address problems they may be
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experiencing. Draft trail recommendations were provided in PDF and GIS compatible formats for review
and comment. Participating landowners included representatives from:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

State of Alaska Department of Natural Resources (AK DNR), Division of Mining, Land and Water
AK DNR Division of Forestry
AK DNR Land Sales
Alaska Department of Fish and Game
Alaska Mental Health Trust Authority Land Office
Cook Inlet regional Corporation Land Office
University of Alaska Land Management
US Dept. of the Interior, Bureau of Land Management, Alaska, Eastern Interior Field Office
US Army Corps of Engineers
US Army Garrison Fort Wainwright
US Air Force Eielson Airforce Base
Fairbanks North Star Borough Division of Natural Resources Development

One-on-one follow up meetings and correspondence with interested landowners also took place
throughout the Spring of 2022.

Presentations to the Planning Commission
Two work sessions on the Trails Plan development with the Planning Commission were held prior to the
Plan’s formal public hearing. Political preferences and concerns were expressed which helped inform the
recommendations made in the Plan.
•
•

Presentation 1: October 26, 2021
Presentation 2: June 14, 2022

A presentation to the FNSB Assembly Committee of the Whole was also given on June 2, 2022, to
familiarize the Assembly with the Trails Plan purpose, development process, and progress. Assembly
members expressed support for the Plan at the time.

News, Media, & Outreach
All TAC meetings and work sessions were publicly noticed in the newspaper in accordance with the
Open Meetings act and available for the public to listen or participate. Multiple newspaper articles
(Fairbanks Daily News Miner 2/25/2021, 5/7/2021, 11/19/2021, 6/24/2021), television interviews (KTVF
News Center 11 5/13/2021 & 11/22/2021), radio interviews and public service announcements were
published during the process. Ample invitations and notices of project milestones and participation
opportunities were shared on local social media pages for trail use and outdoor recreation as well as
email list-serves and newsletters.
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Emails sent to the project list-serves were sent on the following dates to notify the public and
stakeholders of current and upcoming activities, milestones and opportunities to participate in the Plan
development process. This list does not include additional one-on-one correspondence between
members of the project team and the public, including forwarding of emails to Trail User groups.
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

March 23, 2021 – Interactive Comment
Map
April 22, 2021 – TAC Public Workshop &
Trail Use Survey
May 11, 2021 – Trail Use Survey Reminder
October 18, 2021 – TAC Public Workshop
& Draft West Side Trail Maps available
November 18, 2021 – TAC Public
Workshop & Draft East Side Trail Maps
available
November 30, 2021 – Reminder to review
Draft West Side Trail Maps
December 22, 2021 – Reminder to review
Draft East Side Trail Maps
January 4, 2022 – Extension for reviewing
Draft East Side Trail Maps
January 14, 2022 – Draft East Side Trails
Maps Close for comment reminder
May 16, 2022 – Draft Trails Plan available
for public review & Open House invite
June 15, 2022 – Draft Trails Plan review
reminder
July 13, 2022

Public Review Draft Comments
The public comment period for review the Draft Comprehensive Recreational Trails Plan was open May
16, 2022, through June 26th, 2022. Trail Recommendation Maps were released for two rounds of public
review and comment; the first occurring October 2021 through January 2022 and the second was
concurrent with the Draft Trails Plan document. Comments on the Draft Trails Plan were accepted
through website submissions, email, and phone calls. Round 1 Trail Recommendation Map comments
were also collected on an online platform and are available upon request. All Public Review Draft
comments received were documented and responded to as best feasible in the attached Public
Comment Response Table.
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Public Review Draft Trails Plan Public Comment Response Summary

Date of
Comment

Commen Method of
tor Name Contact

Trails

Reviewer
Name/Title

Organization/
Department

Date of
Response

5/17/2022

Kevin
Lefever

Public
Meeting

23 MILE SLU I‐C3 Trail is great as shown on East Side Southern Area (Draft). Only concern is to keep or make sure it says "summer nonmotorized" and
"snowmachines winter only". There are people riding motorized 4wheelers on the trail that ruin hikes. Great in winter for snowshoeing,
dog mushing and snowmachining.

The trail plan now recommends a seasonal/winter‐motorized use designation. This adds specificity compared to
the multi use/motorized designation from the 2006 plan version and considers the winter use nature of the trail
system and the fragile ground. Some easements or rights of way used by this trail system may already be
recorded in such a way to allow motorized use generally. This plan makes a recommendation, but does not
make a change to recorded documents.
24 MILE SLU I‐C3 23 Mile Slough along Old Valdez Trail ‐ would like to talk to platting to find out legal access along our section of trail (5644 Old Valdeze The trail plan now recommends a seasonal/winter‐motorized use designation. This adds specificity compared to
the multi use/motorized designation from the 2006 plan version and considers the winter use nature of the trail
Trail, Salcha). Is there any plan to change trail from Seasonal winter sleddog?
system and the fragile ground. Some easements or rights of way used by this trail system may already be
recorded in such a way to allow motorized use generally. This plan makes a recommendation, but does not
make a change to recorded documents.
Thank you for your comment. These two trail recommendations, I‐BR13 and I‐C6, are still at very conceptual
ALT
The All‐Alaska Trail is a great concept and has my full support. Beginning this now is vital to prevent loss of opportunity. Regarding local
stages. Precise alignments and use designations will require extensive further planning and design. All
trails, I like many prefer non‐motorized trails due to safety, noise, and damage concerns. Specifically, one of the intersections of the I‐C6
trail with I‐BR13 lies at the SW corner of Serendipity Hill subdivision at mile 6.2 Old Nenana Highway. The trail is shown traversing public alignments seek to utilize public alnd, preferably Borough land, anywhere possible. This includes near the
property except where it hooks around this corner adjacent to Lots D‐1 and D‐2. This area was referred to as a “black spruce. chimney” 15 Serendipity Hill Subdivision; the current proposed alignment intends to stay off private property. Depictions of
+/‐ years ago when the Planning and Zoning Commission turned down the borough’s proposed subdivision partly due to fire concerns. As the alignment are only approximate. Land conditions (vegetation, soild stability, topography, etc) will be a major
the owner of lot D‐2, I worry about motorized vehicles starting a fire in this area. Simply because the trail is proposed as winter use does factor in determining the final routes. We hope to continue to collaborate with neighboring landowners and trail
not eliminate irresponsible and very young ATV users from trying it in summer. If it is impassable in the wetter areas, nothing will stop
users as these concepts are polished and hopefully one day developed.
such riders from deviating onto private property . Thank you for updating the trails plan and preserving access to public lands before it’s
too late.
The trail plan no longer shows a proposed trailhead on FNSB property along the existing Amanita Road, in part
AMANITA
As a resident of privately maintained Amanita Road, I have to protest linking this road to the proposed non‐motorized trail I‐C7 and
due to the road access concerns expressed in comments. Future trail access and concepts will have to consider
motorized I‐B2. Publication of the trails plan has already drastically increased daily 4x4 and side by side recreational vehicle traffic,
frequently in groups of more than 5. There is no borough owned, developed parking for trail users, so hikers park wherever they can,
access issues and ensure legal access prior to any development. FNSB and the trail plan cannot control ATV
generally on private property. Our powerline leads part way to the Audubon Reserve, it is not a section line easement and is clearly posted traffic on local roads, but seeks to identify alternative locations for trail access to address such impacts. I‐C7 and
portions of I‐B2 are "recommended" and conceptual only‐ additonal planning and design will have to take place
as private but we have had several unpleasant confrontations with ATV users who chose to explore. I will repeat, Amanita Road is not a
public road, it is maintained by the residents who pay taxes to the borough and deserve some consideration by the borough in matters of prior to development. Recommended Category C trails are not intended to be developed and managed by the
using it as an access to borough owned property. Most, if not the entirety of, Amanita Rd does not follow any section line but traverses
FNSB, but are a suggestion for landowners as they develop property, to be maintained by the neighborhoods in
the event of development.
privately owned land, taxed by the borough, with no services provided by the borough.

Bryant
Wright,
Project
Manager

FNSB Parks &
Recreation

Jul‐22

5/17/2022

Sue
Lefever

Public
Meeting

Bryant
Wright,
Project
Manager

FNSB Parks &
Recreation

Jul‐22

6/25/2022

Sandra Website
Dauenha
uer

Bryant
Wright,
Project
Manager

FNSB Parks &
Recreation

Jul‐22

6/25/2022

Carolyn J Website
Thomas

Bryant
Wright,
Project
Manager

FNSB Parks &
Recreation

Jul‐22

6/25/2022

Jason
Website
Williams

AMANITA

Bryant
Wright,
Project
Manager

FNSB Parks &
Recreation

Jul‐22

6/25/2022

Amber Website
Masters

AMANITA

Bryant
Wright,
Project
Manager

FNSB Parks &
Recreation

Jul‐22

6/26/2022

Bert
Website
Thomas

AMANITA

Bryant
Wright,
Project
Manager

FNSB Parks &
Recreation

Jul‐22

6/26/2022

Russ
Email
Gregory

AMANITA

Bryant
Wright,
Project
Manager

FNSB Parks &
Recreation

Jul‐22

July 2022

Comment

Response

I live off Amanita Road. People should not be using this road to access the trails. We pay to maintain this road every year, not the borough. The trail plan no longer shows a proposed trailhead on FNSB property along the existing Amanita Road, in part
Many ATVs come flying up this road, creating a lot of noise and dust, and tearing up the road. Please stop using Amanita to access the
due to the road access concerns expressed in comments. Future trail access and concepts will have to consider
trails.
access issues and ensure legal access prior to any development. FNSB and the trail plan cannot control ATV
traffic on local roads, but seeks to identify alternative locations for trail access to address such impacts. I‐C7 and
portions of I‐B2 are "recommended" and conceptual only‐ additonal planning and design will have to take place
prior to development. Recommended Category C trails are not intended to be developed and managed by the
FNSB, but are a suggestion for landowners as they develop property, to be maintained by the neighborhoods in
the event of development.
Hi. I live on Amanita. And since the trails plan included amanita as an access we've seen an increase on really disrespectful atv traffic. They The trail plan no longer shows a proposed trailhead on FNSB property along the existing Amanita Road, in part
due to the road access concerns expressed in comments. Future trail access and concepts will have to consider
have been tearing up the road, which is paid for by the residents. Perhaps if trail access on amanita is provided, maintenance should be
paid for with trails funds?
access issues and ensure legal access prior to any development. FNSB and the trail plan cannot control ATV
traffic on local roads, but seeks to identify alternative locations for trail access to address such impacts. I‐C7 and
portions of I‐B2 are "recommended" and conceptual only‐ additonal planning and design will have to take place
prior to development. Recommended Category C trails are not intended to be developed and managed by the
FNSB, but are a suggestion for landowners as they develop property, to be maintained by the neighborhoods in
the event of development.
The trail plan no longer shows a proposed trailhead on FNSB property along the existing Amanita Road, in part
I live on Amanita Road. You know Amanita Road is a privately maintained road that traverses several properties that do not have
easements. I have spent untold hors maintaining parts of the road. The borough does not help with this maintenance. The borough should due to the road access concerns expressed in comments. Future trail access and concepts will have to consider
not be linking Amanita Rd to the trail system. Since the borough published a map with the proposed trails ATV, dirt bike and side by side access issues and ensure legal access prior to any development. FNSB and the trail plan cannot control ATV
traffic from all over the borough has increased dramatically on our privately maintained road with no respect for the people that live here. traffic on local roads, but seeks to identify alternative locations for trail access to address such impacts. I‐C7 and
The dust and noise are horrendous at times. On one day I counted 15 side by sides in one group with more following a few minutes later. portions of I‐B2 are "recommended" and conceptual only‐ additonal planning and design will have to take place
prior to development. Recommended Category C trails are not intended to be developed and managed by the
Some of these machines are highly modified with oversize extremely aggressive tires (that damage the road) and some with very loud
exhaust. Some of these people have no regard for our road and it almost seems like they take joy in tearing it up at high rates of speed.
FNSB, but are a suggestion for landowners as they develop property, to be maintained by the neighborhoods in
the event of development.
We do not need the increased traffic that linking these trails to Amanita brings. There should be some respect for the people that live
here. I have observed these side by sides running on the trail along Chena Hot Springs Road at a higher rate of speed than the posted
speed limit on Chena Hot Springs Rd. to get to Amanita. I am by no means anti ATV; I own several. I object to the plan in the vicinity of
Amanita Road.
The trail plan no longer shows a proposed trailhead on FNSB property along the existing Amanita Road, in part
Hello,
My name is Rus and I live at 1070 Amanita Rd. I pay out of pocket and put in labor for the year round road maintenance here.
due to the road access concerns expressed in comments. Future trail access and concepts will have to consider
access issues and ensure legal access prior to any development. FNSB and the trail plan cannot control ATV
The road is narrow, with unsafe steep hill (17% grade), and has limited spots for passing.
traffic on local roads, but seeks to identify alternative locations for trail access to address such impacts. I‐C7 and
The dramatic increase in atv traffic this year has led to unsustainable traffic, high silica dust, road damage, trash, and multiple safety
concerns from our neighbors due to speeding atvs. We use the road to walk our children and dogs to access trails. Making Amanita Rd an portions of I‐B2 are "recommended" and conceptual only‐ additonal planning and design will have to take place
access rd is not a good idea.
prior to development. Recommended Category C trails are not intended to be developed and managed by the
Thanks,
FNSB, but are a suggestion for landowners as they develop property, to be maintained by the neighborhoods in
Ruslan (Rus) Grigoriev
the event of development.
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Public Review Draft Trails Plan Public Comment Response Summary

Date of
Comment

Commen Method of
tor Name Contact

Trails

Comment

6/10/2022

David
Kistler

Email

AMANITA

Dear Mrs. Smart,

6/26/2022

Darla
Theisen

Email

6/26/2022

Francis
Adams

Website

5/26/2022

Byron
Website
and Chris
Broda

6/13/2022

Darla
Theisen

6/25/2022

Mary
Website
Burtness

July 2022

Website

Response

The trail plan no longer shows a proposed trailhead on FNSB property along the existing Amanita Road, in part
due to the road access concerns expressed in comments. Future trail access and concepts will have to consider
My name is David Kistler and I reside on Amanita Road. I am writing to you concerning the CEDs roads and trails plan drafts. I was notified access issues and ensure legal access prior to any development. FNSB and the trail plan cannot control ATV
today from neighbors of the deadline for comment ending today. I have not thoroughly reviewed all of the information and sites
traffic on local roads, but seeks to identify alternative locations for trail access to address such impacts. I‐C7 and
concerning the drafts but have been trying to keep up with the information as it is provided to me. I would like to share my concerns for portions of I‐B2 are "recommended" and conceptual only‐ additonal planning and design will have to take place
the proposed roads and trails here in the Amanita Road area.
prior to development. Recommended Category C trails are not intended to be developed and managed by the
FNSB, but are a suggestion for landowners as they develop property, to be maintained by the neighborhoods in
1. First, as you may well know Amanita Rd. is a complicated little road. The road is maintained out of the pockets of the resident here.
the event of development.
Much of it is not where it belongs (section lines, private property, etc.). Furthermore the road is sometimes narrow with steep grades
which prevents it from qualifying for subdivision standards and such. We just went through an ordeal with mining prospecting here(quite
sure it is still active) where the road again was a concern, as well as the mining activity and the impact to home owners here. If Amanita
Rd. were to be opened up to additional traffic, who would be responsible to help maintain/redesign the road?
2. I am astounded that the borough would basically open up a new recreational area in our neighborhood. The old abandoned military
site on upper Amanita Rd. has been a problem for a couple of decades, with people using the site as a shooting range and party area.
Someone had set up targets there as well as leaving a BBQ grills and their trash. There have been at least two fires up there that luckily
never got out of control. This kind of recklessness may one day bring crime and other trouble to the residents.
3. I do not understand the desire for trails in this area (excepting the Arctic Audubon Society) as there is nothing spectacular here. One
must drive over two miles to the top to be clear of any homes. Has anyone thought of using the end of Gilmore Trail to access several
trails in that region? It is foolish and somewhat of an insult to try and push this "road" and trail through our neighborhood. If it were your
neighborhood or the FNSB Mayor's, I doubt there would be so much enthusiasm concerning this endeavor. There is so much land to
explore and develop in our borough. There must be some ulterior motive behind this proposal?
4. With some of the upper Amanita Rd. Mental health Land being leased to mining businesses for prospecting and hopes of future mining,
it seems there is a conflict with the borough's desire to develop some of the same land.
Finally, Amanita Road cannot handle all of this impact, nor do most if not all of Amanita's residents want any part of it. I am all for trails
and I believe in mining. There just needs to be some common sense and a little respect applied here. Looking forward to attending the
upcoming meetings. Thank you for your time.
David Kistler
AMANITA & Please site the Canadian company Avidian for non compliance regarding creek damming and trail degradation to the Chena Gilmore
Audubon Riedel Nature Reserve has been added to the Trail Plan as trail #I‐C8 and access to it is also considered
AUDUBON connector trail. They are ruining it and have been driving heavy equipment on it. It is impassable in spots. They are way out of their scope in trail concept I‐C7. The primary purpose of the Trail Plan is to ensure trails and access to them are protected,
and prioritize which trails the Borough directs resources toward. The Arctic Audubon already owns the majority
as to what was in the APMA.
Please respect our communities and trails. Do not allow this conflict to continue.
of parcels that encompass the existing trial system and as such can manage and permit access at their
Thank you.
discretion.
Darla Theisen ‐ property owner on Coalition and Milky Way. Please show the Riedel trail system in the plan.
Audubon Riedel Nature Reserve has been added to the Trail Plan as trail #I‐C8 and access to it is also considered
AUDUBON Please add the entire Audubon Riedel Nature Reserve Trail network to the FNSB Trails Plan. The Audubon Riedel Nature Reserve land
management covenants require the trails to be non‐motorized and open for public enjoyment forever as part of the lands' covenants.
in trail concept I‐C7. The primary purpose of the Trail Plan is to ensure trails and access to them are protected,
Please ensure that these historic Riedel trails and FNSB lands remain an integral part of the neighborhood trail network. Thank you.
and prioritize which trails the Borough directs resources toward. The Arctic Audubon already owns the majority
of parcels that encompass the existing trial system and as such can manage and permit access at their
discretion.
AUDUBON Thank you for all the work that has gone into the trails plan. It's valuable project. As 40+ year residents of FNSB, my wife and I support the Hi Byron and Chris, Thank you for your support and we have your request to add the Audubon‐Reidel trails near
effort to recognize and preserve trails in the borough. Specifically, we especially support recommended trails I‐AR3, I‐AR4, I‐AR5, I‐BR7, I‐ Amanita to the plan under consideration. Just so you are aware; when the updated Trails Plan is available in
BR13. We further support I‐B2 and I‐C7. We would like to have the Audubon‐Reidel trails near Amanita included in the comprehensive
early July we will also be releasing a public comment record that includes all feedback we’ve received (feedback
will be anonymous), what changes were made to the plan and why.
plan. Thank you.
Thanks again for your continued support! ‐ Taryn Oleson‐Yelle (5/26/22)
Audubon Riedel Nature Reserve has been added to the Trail Plan as trail #I‐C8 and access to it is also considered
in trail concept I‐C7. The primary purpose of the Trail Plan is to ensure trails and access to them are protected,
and prioritize which trails the Borough directs resources toward. The Arctic Audubon already owns the majority
of parcels that encompass the existing trial system and as such can manage and permit access at their
discretion.
AUDUBON Please include the Audubon Riedel Nature trails in the trail plan. They connect a whole series of trails and are used daily. I thought they
Audubon Riedel Nature Reserve has been added to the Trail Plan as trail #I‐C8 and access to it is also considered
TRAILS
were going to be in the plan but now they are not. What can I do to help?
in trail concept I‐C7. The primary purpose of the Trail Plan is to ensure trails and access to them are protected,
and prioritize which trails the Borough directs resources toward. The Arctic Audubon already owns the majority
of parcels that encompass the existing trial system and as such can manage and permit access at their
discretion.
AUDUBON I think it would be great for the plan to include parking and access to the Audubon Reidel Reserve. Also I know that some people are
Audubon Riedel Nature Reserve has been added to the Trail Plan as trail #I‐C8 and access to it is also considered
TRAILS
against e‐bikes on trails, but as an older person, I have an e‐bike just so I can continue to bike. I am not looking for speed, just accessibility. in trail concept I‐C7. The primary purpose of the Trail Plan is to ensure trails and access to them are protected,
So please consider that aspect when considering access for e‐bikes on some trails in the future. Thank you for this opportunity to be part and prioritize which trails the Borough directs resources toward. The Arctic Audubon already owns the majority
of the discussion.
of parcels that encompass the existing trial system and as such can manage and permit access at their
discretion. In response to many comments from residents of the Amanita Road area and the need for further
research, formal parking/trailhead development off Amanita road is not specifically recommended at this time.
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6/26/2022

Darla
Theisen

Website

AUDUBON
TRAILS

Please add the Audubon Riedel Nature Reserve trails to the map. Not sure why they were pulled. We are working very hard on these trails
and it is a great non motorized area for people that want the quiet hiking to listen and see birds snd wildlife. No one from FNSB has come
out go check out the trails though the offer has always been there. We currently access them from the old Array site as this is the only
developed access that exists.

Audubon Riedel Nature Reserve has been added to the Trail Plan as trail #I‐C8 and access to it is also considered
in trail concept I‐C7. The primary purpose of the Trail Plan is to ensure trails and access to them are protected,
and prioritize which trails the Borough directs resources toward. The Arctic Audubon already owns the majority
of parcels that encompass the existing trial system and as such can manage and permit access at their
discretion. In response to many comments from residents of the Amanita Road area and the need for further
research, formal parking/trailhead development off Amanita road is not specifically recommended at this time.
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Jul‐22

6/26/2022

Darla
Theisen

Email

AUDUBON
TRAILS

Please add the Audubon Riedel Nature Reserve trails to the map. Not sure why they were pulled. We are working very hard on these trails
and it is a great non motorized area for people that want the quiet hiking to listen and see birds and wildlife. No one from FNSB has come
out to check out the trails though the offer has always been there. We currently access them from the old Array site as this is the only
developed access that exists. We applied for a lease so that we could manage it but we were turned down. Currently people party there ,
shoot guns into the woods and at the trees and leave garbage there Thanks Bryant.
Darla

Audubon Riedel Nature Reserve has been added to the Trail Plan as trail #I‐C8 and access to it is also considered
in trail concept I‐C7. The primary purpose of the Trail Plan is to ensure trails and access to them are protected,
and prioritize which trails the Borough directs resources toward. The Arctic Audubon already owns the majority
of parcels that encompass the existing trial system and as such can manage and permit access at their
discretion. In response to many comments from residents of the Amanita Road area and the need for further
research, formal parking/trailhead development off Amanita road is not specifically recommended at this time.
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Project
Manager
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Jul‐22

6/25/2022

Ryne
Olson

Website

CHSR ‐
STEESE

In response to comments and Trails Advisory Commission feedback, the recommended designation for trail #I‐
A2 has been changed to Multi‐Use/Motorized year round. The plan suggests a reroute of the trail entrance. The
FNSB may assist in securing access for the reroute and coordinating efforts, but will defer to the State of Alaska
on any future development as this is a category A trail.
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6/24/2022

Peter
Pop

Website

Owner was contacted by phone in July. The Trail Plan recommends the route based on existing easeents and
rights of way. A section line easement exists along protions of the Baseline Trail. The plan does not change
current legal access.
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6/1/2022

Amy
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Website

CRANBERRY I reside at 2115 Pandora Drive (extension). This section of Pandora Drive is past the intersection of Red Berry Road and is a privately
maintained road with limited space at the end for parking to enter the Cranberry trailhead. This road is very narrow with very few spots to
pass another car in the summer. In the winter, there is no ability to pass an oncoming car. With increased use of this road to enter the
trailhead, we could experience some serious safety and maintenance issues. I am in favor of promotion of this trailhead and we quite
enjoy the use of the trails in our area, however, unless the Borough is willing to upgrade this portion of the road to allow for increased
traffic, I cannot support this plan.

These are very important considerations. Trailheads should not be developed until their access roads meet
necesary access standards. The role of this plan is only to identify the best locations for future development,
considering legal and convenient access for trail users (typically based on proximity to residences and major or
arterial roads), and minimize impacts on residential neighborhood roads. The plan does not promise trail
development in any given timeline. Access options near arterial roads are unfortunately very limited for the
Cranberry and East Ridge O'Connor Creek trails. Pandor Drive is the closest access (requireing least driving on
neighborhood roads) and adjacent to a FNSB tract, thus minimizing impact on the neighborhood as much as
possible. Trailheads are intended to address user needs and safey concerns once developed.
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6/24/2022

Debbie
Evans

Website

CRIPPLE
CREEK

Trail I‐C1 depicts existing corridors already dedicated for trail use. The plan's recommendation is a carryover
from the 2006 plan version and is also not a new addition. Subdivision plats in the Cripple Creek neighborhood
from the 1980s (Criple Creek Sub Plat #1981‐141, Cripple Creek II Sub Plat #1984‐186, and Cripple Creek II Sub
First Addition Plat #1985‐189) already reserved Borough‐owned tracts for non‐motorized trails between
property lines. These were subdivisions of Borough property. Trail reservations existed prior to conveyance of
subdivision parcels to private owners and prior to residential development; mthey existed when you bought
your property. Trail development within these recreational tracts does not encumber any private property or go
through anyone's backyard; they are Borough‐owned parcels, typically 20' in width (though some are wider) that
are "dedicated to the public for non‐motorized recreational trail use." The subdivision plats also reserve some
pedestrian easements between properties. Many of tracts have no constructed trail yet within them, though the
right to construct a trail remains. As a category C trail, it is unlikely that the FNSB will actively pursue physical
construction of the trails; the trail plan recommends the neighborhood and trail users pursue development of all
Category C trails. Thus it will be up to the neighborhood if and when this will occur.
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Project
Manager
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Recreation

Jul‐22

July 2022

Hello! I'm a dog musher in Two Rivers, and my property is one of the parcels just to the north of I‐A2 (the section that is proposed seasonal
nonmotorized). While ATVs and side by sides can (and do) severely tear up trails depending on when they're used, the portion of I‐A2 and
N‐B3 that is suggested nonmotorized seasonally is regularly used by dog teams in the fall training months on ATVs. Typically by the time
it's used, the trails are firm and little damage is done. Is it possible to have certain months that the trail is closed to motorized vehicles
rather than just allowing snowmachines? Also a portion of the I‐A2 trail is not actually a trail yet‐ is the plan to cut that trail out? Thanks
for your time! I'd love to chat on the phone should that be beneficial. My number is 907‐888‐4653.
CHSWT
I own and live on 6299 Baseline Rd. For years I have allowed mushers etc to cross part of my property to continue on Baseline. This is not
part of the official winter trail which I believe on existing maps runs either thru the nearby pot farm or Borealis peonies. As such I would
object to have a dedicated trail to run through my property. There has been abuse of the privilege over the years. Please contact me I will
be back home on July 5th Peter and Linda Pop
CRANBERRY My comment is about the trailhead off of Pandora Dr. Pandora drive is not maintained past the intersection with Red Berry road and there
is no parking area at the end. This section of Pandora drive is privately maintained and is one lane in the summer, during winter months it
is very narrow. I feel without road upgrades this will cause a safety hazard and undue maintenance costs on the residents of this portion of
Pandora. I am in favor of a true trailhead in this location if the road is upgraded to borough standards for the safety of all road users and
not costing the residents undue maintenance costs.

Hi, Thank you for the opportunity to again provide comments on the Recreational Trails Plan. As a resident of the Cripple Creek area, I
wanted to express my thoughts only on the proposed I‐C1 trail system. In the May 2022 Draft, the description of I‐C1 mentions that
"...access to this trail and to the Isberg Recreation Area should be provided through new subdivisions when possible." However, in
reviewing the related map, the section of I‐C1 connecting Isberg Road to Cripple Creek Road, travels through about 45+/‐ parcels where
the landowner would have the established road in the front of their property and a trail across the back of their property. I'm fairly certain
this is not ideal for any of the landowners. Additionally, this trail section ends on Isberg Road and Cripple Creek Road, both with no trail
head or parking anywhere near. It would also be my belief that having a trail in my backyard will negatively impact the sellability of my
property as not everyone wants people crossing their property at any time, day or night. It may also provide an avenue for less than
scrupulous people to commit crimes, which right now is very infrequent. Please re‐consider this I‐C1 trail so that our neighborhood can
remain a peaceful living space. I would appreciate any feedback or comments you may have on these thoughts. Thank you, Debbie Evans

These are very important considerations. Trailheads should not be developed until their access roads meet
necesary access standards. The role of this plan is only to identify the best locations for future development,
considering legal and convenient access for trail users (typically based on proximity to residences and major or
arterial roads), and minimize impacts on residential neighborhood roads. The plan does not promise trail
development in any given timeline. Access options near arterial roads are unfortunately very limited for the
Cranberry and East Ridge O'Connor Creek trails. Pandor Drive is the closest access (requireing least driving on
neighborhood roads) and adjacent to a FNSB tract, thus minimizing impact on the neighborhood as much as
possible. Trailheads are intended to address user needs and safey concerns once developed.
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Not a fan of trail project in cripple creek the trails we have now are plenty good none of this non motorized trails we share all the trails we Trail I‐C1 depicts existing corridors already dedicated for trail use. The plan's recommendation is a carryover
have now!!!!! There’s no reason for more trails going thru my backyard!!!!!!
from the 2006 plan version and is also not a new addition. Subdivision plats in the Cripple Creek neighborhood
from the 1980s (Criple Creek Sub Plat #1981‐141, Cripple Creek II Sub Plat #1984‐186, and Cripple Creek II Sub
First Addition Plat #1985‐189) already reserved Borough‐owned tracts for non‐motorized trails between
property lines. These were subdivisions of Borough property. Trail reservations existed prior to conveyance of
subdivision parcels to private owners and prior to residential development; mthey existed when you bought
your property. Trail development within these recreational tracts does not encumber any private property or go
through anyone's backyard; they are Borough‐owned parcels, typically 20' in width (though some are wider) that
are "dedicated to the public for non‐motorized recreational trail use." The subdivision plats also reserve some
pedestrian easements between properties. Many of tracts have no constructed trail yet within them, though the
right to construct a trail remains. As a category C trail, it is unlikely that the FNSB will actively pursue physical
construction of the trails; the trail plan recommends the neighborhood and trail users pursue development of all
Category C trails. Thus it will be up to the neighborhood if and when this will occur.
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Wright,
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Manager

FNSB Parks &
Recreation

Jul‐22

I am not sure how so many proposed trails are cutting in between private property. As a tax paying property owner I am against any public
use trails that cut or skirt along side private property, or cut in between two privately owned parcels. Alaska is a big state. We don't want
the borough infringing on our homes. Specifically the proposed I‐C1 Cripple Creek System. ABSOLUTELY NOT. I have been a homeowner in
that area for the past 5 years and In no way shape or form do I want a trail system cutting through my land or my neighbors land. It has it's
challenges being away from town but one of the benefits is keeping people away from our little piece of the world. Just leave us alone and
look west at the giant chunk of land. Those trails can easily be expanded for motorized multiuse away from private dwellings. IAR4 Trail is
another example of cutting through private land/coming way to close to private land. IAR4 Does not need to cut through private land to
connect to cripple creek rd. Nor does it need to. Put in a trail head at the start of cripple creek and the parks. There is already a cleared
gravel area for parking. Make it motorized multiuse so that way everyone has a chance to enjoy it.

Trail I‐C1 depicts existing corridors already dedicated for trail use. The plan's recommendation is a carryover
from the 2006 plan version and is also not a new addition. Subdivision plats in the Cripple Creek neighborhood
from the 1980s (Criple Creek Sub Plat #1981‐141, Cripple Creek II Sub Plat #1984‐186, and Cripple Creek II Sub
First Addition Plat #1985‐189) already reserved Borough‐owned tracts for non‐motorized trails between
property lines. These were subdivisions of Borough property. Trail reservations existed prior to conveyance of
subdivision parcels to private owners and prior to residential development; mthey existed when you bought
your property. Trail development within these recreational tracts does not encumber any private property or go
through anyone's backyard; they are Borough‐owned parcels, typically 20' in width (though some are wider) that
are "dedicated to the public for non‐motorized recreational trail use." The subdivision plats also reserve some
pedestrian easements between properties. Many of tracts have no constructed trail yet within them, though the
right to construct a trail remains. As a category C trail, it is unlikely that the FNSB will actively pursue physical
construction of the trails; the trail plan recommends the neighborhood and trail users pursue development of all
Category C trails. Thus it will be up to the neighborhood if and when this will occur.
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Project
Manager
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Recreation
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Regarding I‐B13 Goldstream Valley North This is the first time I have been invited to provide feedback as a property owner on the new trail
design being offered by the FNSB Trails Plan. Please consider this a response to the FNSB feedback request re: new trail planning in the
Goldstream Valley North Area, specifically, Trail I‐B13. I own property near a newly proposed trailhead. I am opposed to any snow
machine, 4‐wheeler, and any other trail or trail head being developed near my property. I oppose the noise pollution, emission pollution,
dust pollution, and all negative environmental impacts possibly created. I am against anything that impacts the wildlife living in my area. I
also oppose increased people pollution, litter pollution, and the impact on the water system in the area. Thank you for listening. JoEllen
Foxx
Dear Bryant, I write this letter in my personal capacity, as a resident of Goldstream Alaska Subdivision at 1369 Molly Road. I reviewed the
Draft Trail Recommendation Maps and am completely opposed to the addition of new trail corridor “I‐B19.”
The trail is not needed and simply duplicates the destinations served by I‐B1 and I‐BR4. I would think that two (four, depending on how
you count) trails running up and down the valley would be enough. Is a third (fifth) parallel one within a quarter mile really needed?
The Roads Plan already has Corridor 19 running up from Goldstream and east toward Molly. The proposed trail corridor I‐B19 is too close
to Corridor 19. It should be further north so the University could actually develop a subdivision with appropriately sized lots. However, if
you put it further north it’s basically where the existing Eldorado Creek trail is, which suggests we don’t need that trail corridor at all. The
trail is aspirationally labeled “Seasonal Motorized,” but the Borough has no means to effectively enforce that use pattern. Indeed, the
generally allowed uses usually associated with an easement on state land portions mean that inappropriate summer traffic will be
ineluctably driven to a trail that you acknowledge by your classification won’t support it. Degradation of the Molly Road right‐of‐way north
of my house, and to parts west, already occurs. It’s not just me: I yearly see complaints about it on the Goldstream Community Facebook
page. I spent $4000 last year to fix up my driveway approach. The service district doesn’t fix that part and I effectively subsidize ATV use
since the ATV traffic tears it up far more than I do. With the rise of heavier enclosed UTV’s, I no longer enjoy a period of respite in the
winter. The ATV and UTV traffic is very noisy, particularly when accompanied by unleashed and perpetually barking dogs‐‐a daily
occurrence. It makes me question why I live so far out of town if I can’t have relative peace and quiet. It’s quite different from the peaceful
place I moved back to in 2009. Adding this trail corridor will simply exacerbate the problem and cost me more money. I don’t see why I as
a resident should be obliged to personally subsidize the unmanaged recreation that will quite foreseeably occur. Because Molly Road is
undeveloped beyond my driveway, I face a number of nuisances that the Borough has not addressed in the past and, I expect, will continue
to ignore in the future, even if those nuisances are exacerbated by adding this unnecessary corridor and increasing traffic. Namely, cars
parking in the portion of the Molly Road right‐of‐way adjacent to my property, especially in winter when I sometimes can barely get by.
Loose dogs have menaced me on my own property multiple times and attacked my cat on my porch. Getting Animal Control to do
anything was like pulling teeth, and they never would issue any tickets, even after I spoon‐fed them evidence they told me they were too
busy to gather themselves. Frankly, I gave up and now just cross my fingers that my cat doesn’t get eaten. If you add this trail I’ll just get
more people parking right near my house, letting their dogs out unleashed to menace me and my cats on our property. I also have cleaned
up beer cans, used condoms, and assorted other trash adjacent to my property. The pile of feces, I confess, I left undisturbed. Though I’m
an avid runner and trail user, I don’t even use the trail right near my house any more because of the hazard of loose dogs. I drive in to use
the Skarland or Sheep Creek trails because people tend to be more responsible there, probably because of higher housing density and
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Bryant Spoke to Ms. Foxx at the 5/17 North Pole open house after she and other property owners recieved a
postcard in the mail. The plan has been adjusted to recommend pursuing public access and potentially one day a
trailhead at the end of Skyflight, at the location of the traditional trail. The draft location showed trail access
from an established section line easement across the airstrip to the west of the end of SKyflight. Ms. Foxx has
been advised that, whether or not the Trail Plan recommends trail use through here, the section line bordering
her property is existing public access easement that does not discrimnate against different modes of travel.
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Bruce, thank you very much for these comments. They are important considerations and highlight issues we are
trying to address with this trail and MANY others, as you can well imagine. This trail presents many challenges
that are clearly articulated in your comments. The draft conecpt was a preliminary attempt to address many of
these issues: damage to wet trail necessitates rerouting to better ground; future subdivisons will need adequate
space for saleable lots but might use the existing RS2477 trail corridor for road access; trail access/parking along
Molly Road has an unneccessary impact of the existing subdivision. A clear desire to complete a loop has been
documented in the original plan and was reiterated by the Trails Advisory Commission when this trail was
discussed. The first draft of this plan update considered a connection (labeled I‐B19) along the north of Molly
Road. Your and other comments as well as site evaluation has deemed that unfeasible. The bulk of this concept
has since been removed as you will see reflected in the final plan draft. A different approach to a loop utilizing a
future connection across Eldorado Creek has instead been proposed for investigation, though the feasibility is
unknown. After discussion with our trail construction contractor and the TAC, the final plan continues to
incorporate trail realignments to better accomodate future subdivisions and to one day establish a trail that can
support motorized traffic. This accounts for the acknowledged inability to limit motorized traffic, as well as the
liklihood of losing recreational access or the trail character of the existing route due to its RS2477 status and
potential future road development. Instead, a trail alignment that can better sustain that use, by moving it off
ridgelines and off wetlands, both prone to entrenchement, should be pursued. Put another way, the
realignments are not meant to be duplicitous, but to replace the trail asset once is is forseeably lost. We hope to
continue to work with neighbors, landowners and trail users as this concept continues to be refined and
developed.
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ESTER DOME Ester Dome has numerous trails that are not on the plan. For example there is a very popular trail up Happy Ridge that crosses Henderson
Rd and on up to the big corner on Ester Dome Road. While the plan lists positive attributes that gave a trail or idea a better chance of
making it into the plan but nowhere is their a list of limitations. Was there a numerical limit set by higher ups in borough administration?
Were mining claims, private property, steepness, etc. cause for trails to be rejected? Was the TAC involved in filtering trails out of the
plan? As things stand there will be a bunch of angry people attending the assembly meeting demanding rejection of the plan because
there favorite trail was rejected for some unknown reason. Hardly in our best interest.
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Stan,
Thanks for your comments. We’re working on responding to all the comments coming in and it certainly takes
some time. Thought I would address this one before the comment period ends.
Please see Chapter 7 of the Trail Plan. I believe you will find it answers most of these questions regarding how a
trail was or was not selected. We have also been covering this during presentations at each meeting. TAC helped
develop the criteria, the planning team used that criteria to make selections. Now those recommendations are
being reviewed again by the public and TAC. Lots of back and forth. And I’ll still be evaluating trails based on
comments until we have used up every last minute available for this process.
Limitations of trails (e.g. why they might be altered or not included) might include land ownership, planned use
(including mining), and unsustainable alignments (too steep, fall line, too wet, etc.). Many of the trails identified
in the inventory around Ester Dome, for example, ran into these issues. Lots of steep fall‐line trails and lots of
active mining claims. Rather than inherit even more problematic trails, we proposed to develop a new system of
trail connections as the I‐BR2 “Ester Community Trail System” that provides much of the same connective
function of the existing trails with fewer of the alignment problems.
It's also worth remembering, this is a plan that is supposed to be revisited. Not approving this plan because of an
omission gets us nowhere. A trail can be reevaluated and added to the plan individually at a later time, as has
been done with a dozen trails over the years.
We want to hear concerns about trails, included or missing, while we can still do something about them. Hearing
about them at the final TAC meeting or planning commission or assembly meeting is TOO LATE. That is a lose‐
lose for everyone. Please, if you know folks who have problems or concerns about missing or recommended
trails, URGE THEM TO COMMENT THIS WEEKEND BY JUNE 26th.
Thanks for your everlasting interest and advocacy for the trails.
ESTER DOME Bryant, here I am submitting my comments on the last day, hope not too late. My comments relate to trails on the Ester area map which I Bryant discussed these comments with Mr. Pohl over the phone. The Alder Chute was discussed with Gary and
the TAC on June 27th and the historic alignment was preferred over the Section Line in terms of inclusion in the
know exist and which I and many others use, but are not shown on the map.
trail plan. The trail from Amythist was shown on the draft plan as a rerouted concept, part of I‐BR2. The current
Old Mine Road Trail, as some call it, is a short section of trail that begins on the north side of Amethyst Loop up off Stone Road, which
connects to the Equinox Marathon trail at the sharp bend where proposed trail extension of 1‐BR2 which would connect from the end of alignment is now shown on the final plan as an existing trail, I‐B34 "Ester Dome Trail." It is acknowledged in
Azurite. Is the new trail supposed 1‐BR2 supposed to replace the one from Amethyst? Is that why the trail I am referring to is not shown. I Appendix A's description of the trail that realignment may eventually be necessary to meet development needs
of the State of Alaska DNR and Mental Health Trust who own the properties through which this trail passes.
and many other folks use this trail, both motorized and non‐motorized. It has been there a long time.
Also, the lower section of the “Chute” connecting to 1‐BR2 is not shown as a trail. It is part of the Ester Dome Ass Kicker race and gets both
motorized and non‐motorized use.
I also notice that the new “Section Line Trail” put in a couple of years ago by Stan Justice as an alternative to the Chute is not shown.
I use these trails often, particularly the one from Amethyst and am just curious as to why they are not shown, and hope that I and others
will be able to use them in the future. I know there are lots of complications, including MHLT.
I’m rooting for the proposed extension of 1‐BR14 connecting to the bottom of the Chute and use it as well.
Fairbanks is so lucky to have such a great trail system! Thanks for all your heartfelt work!
Gary Pohl
Ester
ESTER DOME Hi Bryant,
I work with the Interior Alaska Land Trust, and approve of the addition of the Farmer's Loop trailhead labeled I‐AR3 as‐is. IALT's objective
is conservation, and hope the trailhead will have a small footprint and lead to increased enjoyment of the adjacent open space.
I hope the Borough will be able to partner with the Land Trust to develop and maintain the trailhead, as we are a very small group, reliant
on community donations & volunteers.
Thanks,
‐‐
Christin Swearingen (she/her)

Bryant
Wright,
Project
Manager

FNSB

6/24/2022

Bryant
Wright,
Project
Manager

FNSB

6/27/2022

Hey Colin,
Thanks much for the letter. I think we can certainly come up with a solution on the trails side of things. The
maps still show both options, which is confusing, I know. I believe a single trail access off the current end of
Skyflight is preferred (roughly the location of the existing trail, though could be rerouted in the event of
development) and the section line shown (crossing the airstrip) was meant to be an alternative, should we never
be able to gain access across private land at the end of Skyflight.
Would you be comfortable with me sharing this letter with our Trails Advisory Commission? They are meeting
tonight at 6pm to discuss a handful of the more contentious or confusing trail recommendations and weigh in
on the final recommendation. You too are welcome to join if you like, open to the public.
https://fnsb.gov/430/Trails‐Advisory‐Commission

Bryant
Wright,
Project
Manager

FNSB

6/27/2022

ESTER DOME Hello Bryant and Kellen,
DNR Land Sales has concerns about the public review drafts of the Comprehensive Roads and Recreational Trails Plans that we have not
been able to resolve despite multiple attempts. Please find the attached letter from our section manager detailing our concerns and
suggested paths forward.
Please note that I will be out of the office for the week June 27 – July 1, but will be available after the July 4th holiday weekend to pick up
the conversation.
Thank you,

Bryant Wright

July 2022
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5/20/2022

Janet
Button

Website

HAPPY
CREEK

6/26/2022

Cam
Webb

Email

PEEDE

6/24/2022

Elizabeth Website
Shapland

SKARLAND

5/19/2022

Heidi
Rader

SKARLAND

Hello, My name is Janet Button, and I am e‐mailing on behalf of my elderly mother, who owns a parcel of land in Fairbanks that may be
affected by your FNSB recreational Trails Plan. Her name is Namok Veach, PAN#0204935. We would like to know where on her property
would be affected by the trail plan, or if there is already an established trail on her property, where that is, and what it is being used for.
We would like to work toward allowing it to stay in use, as the land is currently vacant and are happy that it can be enjoyed by neighbors,
but would like to still maintain her ability to use it for other purposes in the future. An accurate understanding of the exact location of the
possible trail would be helpful. Thank you very much, Janet Button & Namok Veach Janet Button janetkbutton@hotmail.com 206‐947‐
2059
Dear Bryant and Taryn,
Thank you for all the work that you and your teams have put into the Draft of the Comprehensive Recreational Trails Plan. Please find
some comments below.
I‐BR15. Peede Road Open Space
Thanks in particular for listening to users of the Peede Road Extension area and incorporating a section in the plan and some suggestions
for new trails on the map. I fully agree with the text, both that about the history of use and about current concerns and the need for a
dedicated planning process. I also agree with the siting of the tentative trails on the map, though would urge a review of all available trail
options should this area be funded for trails work: there are many potential trails that are not yet on the map. (Please note that the
numbering on the map, II‐B9 and I‐B23 appears to be incorrect and should be I‐BR15).
I‐BR7 Peede‐Chena Lake Connector
I fully agree with the text in the Plan, and with the siting of the route on the map. This trail connection is very important. As you probably
know, there is a connection already, using the pipeline and then a trail running due east from the end of Repp Rd., but this existing trail’s
location is not optimal, and possibly not legal.
I‐A9 Flood Control Levee Trail.
If possible, please add some text to the description in the Plan, mentioning the need to negotiate access to the Corp of Engineers bridge
over the Chena River. This would open up many new summer recreation possibilities, and allow off‐road travel from North Pole to Two
Rivers.
Sincerely,
Cam Webb
I walk on the Skarland trail regularly and watch many people run on it as our property has a trail easement for the section leading down to
Ballaine from Dalton Trail/Kingfisher. I do not know how people run on this trail as even walking briskly I have had many falls due to the
roots standing so far out of the dirt. The trail is aging and perhaps nothing can be done to make it safer, but if there could be some work
done that would make the trail safer, that would be great!
So excited about this trail plan! Such great work! A couple other requests would be to connect in Scenic Loop (off of Farmer's Loop to the
Skarland or Pearl Creek Trail system (safe route to school!) plus the dog‐musher's trails. Maybe a parking area near scenic loop for
connection into the system and an underground road crossing of farmer's loop to connect the Skarland system in with the dog‐musher's
system.

6/24/2022

Chrystal Email

6/9/2022

Philip
Email
Marshall

July 2022

Website

SKYLINE
RIDGE

Please prioritize redoing the skyline ridge parking before park plan is complete, forestry was up here last weekend and could barely turn
around with all the cars in the trailhead.
Thank you for the consideration!
SKYRIDGE TO Dear Mr. Wright, Concerning the proposed new trail by Stefan Milkowski (my neighbor & collaborator) that would connect from off
GOLDSTREA Skyridge near Whistlng Swan west and down to the Goldstream Trail, it could be a benefit if done properly. There is no customary and
M
traditional manner of motorized usage on this proposed trail. Seasonal restrictions on Borough trails for motorized usage are a failure.
Current activity in the Borough shows that severe degradation cannot be prevented and that the 4‐wheelers erode and rut it making it
impassable for pedestrians. I am critical of even bicycle passage since e‐bikes are too heavy and erosive. The absence of enforcement
compounds the problems. An advantage of human‐powered transit is that fewer trees wil be cut for the path (we need these plants for
direct carbon capture and sequestration). Therefore, I recommend that this trail, if established, should be prohibited from motorized‐
usage anytime. (The argument that this connector ties in to the seasonal‐motorized Goldstream arterial and therefore should also be
motorized is marginal. Different locales have varying history, needs, and desires. Why restrict them to one mode? Uniformity is not the
be all & end all.)

Organization/
Department

Date of
Response

Bryant spoke over the phone with Janet Button. He explained the intent of the Category C classification of these Bryant
trails and in what circumstances the trail plan could affect the property. The plan has been updated for accuracy Wright,
Project
based off GPS tracking and it was found the existing trail appears not to cross this property.
Manager

FNSB

Jul‐22

Thank you for your comment. Labels have been edited for accuracy. Reestablishing a connection across the
Chena River is recommended in trail #I‐B31

Bryant
Wright,
Project
Manager

FNSB

Jul‐22

Great suggestion. The draft trail plan attempts to address these and other regular maintenance needs in
Chapter 6 recommendations for developing maintenance standards, a maintenance protocol, and ensuring
adequate resources to employ and support a combination of staff, contractors and volunteers to achieve
maintenance goals.
This is an exciting suggestion. The planning team did look into and consider this concept. A guiding criteria for
including new trail suggestions and concepts was to evaluate the impact to private property and limit adding
new trails that cross private parcels. Where a concept crossed private land, substitute alignments that could
utilize existing easements, rights‐of‐way, or public property were soughtafter. In this case, there were no such
substitutes that were viable. This planning effort lacks the resources to address the complexities of trails that
cross many private parcels; such trails deserve additional time, consideration and participation of all stakeholers.
We recommend reviving this concept as an individual ammendment to the plan in the future. A placeholder for
future research and coordination with landowners is included in the Chapter 7 list of "Future Concepts" as
Neighborhood & Cul‐de‐Sac Pedestrian Connections. This concept is based on a general observation of dozens of
potential connections between populated subdivisions, including Scenic Heights, University Heights, Musk Ox,
View Point, Taiga Woodlands, and other naigborhoods scattered across the Borough.

Bryant
Wright,
Project
Manager
Bryant
Wright,
Project
Manager

FNSB

Jul‐22

FNSB

7/6/2022

FNSB

Jul‐22

FNSB

Jul‐22

Chrystal, Development of the Skyline Ridge trailhead is the preferred next step for Skyline Ridge and is part of
the the approved Capital Improvement Plan project list.

Reviewer
Name/Title

Bryant
Wright,
Project
Thank you for your comment. The planning process intends to highlight opportunities such as this one while
Bryant
making recommendations for development that will address impacts more than create them. Trail development Wright,
Project
does have an impact and it is clear this trail concept is not suitable for summer use, except by foot traffic. The
Manager
ammended trail narrative, now under I‐BR18, makes the best attempt to consider these conditions while also
being realistic about the current legislative designation of the Goldstream Public Use Area and the liklihood of
snowmachine traffic occuring on any developed trail. The plan maintains it's recommendation to explore a
seasonal motorized (snowmachine only) designation while adding this instruction: "Development is not
recommended until there is a plan to protect the trail from ATV use and degradation. Development will require
utmost care; poor and rapidly changing permafrost soils present significant challenge and risk associated with
trailbuilding. Trail development should involve minimal disturbance and avoid removal of vegetative cover." It is
important to remember that current State and Borough casual use policies do not prohibit cutting a trail (with
some criteria) and this Trail Plan (and it's recommended use designations) has a limited ability to address these
issues. The plan aims to acknowledge the likley future use of a developed trail so that it can plan to address
those impacts.
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6/26/2022

Laramie Website
Ardisson
o

SKYRIDGE TO Hello, Thank you for the hard work on this plan and for the opportunity to comment. I am very excited about the proposed II‐A18 trail on
GOLDSTREA the 'trails west' map but would much prefer it as a non‐motorized trail year‐round. I desire to keep the area quiet and also because the
M
topography is distinctly different from the flat valley bottom. The proposed trail location has some rather steep ups and downs, gulleys
that are getting deeper, and some pretty dramatic drainage/thaw related slumping that already exists and will likely get worse with a
wide, heavily trafficked trail. I are worried that a wider trail (or a developed trail of any sort other than a footpath) could lead to some
pretty destructive thawing in the near future. Thank you for your consideration. Best, Laramie Ardissono

6/25/2022

Christin Email
Swearing
en

SKYRIDGE TO Hello,
GOLDSTREA I live at 1455 Justin Dr., off Quakenbush, and joined Stefan and a few other neighbors in requesting a trail connector that is currently
M
proposed as 11‐A18.
My concern is that the proposal lists it as seasonal motorized, and we would much rather have it be nonmotorized, like I‐B17 at Skyline
Ridge. The hill is pretty steep, with gullies and drainages, and I imagine snowmachines could get stuck easily. I'm also concerned about
ATVs taking advantage of the trail during the shoulder season and make the gullies worse, increasing thaw on that whole hillside.
Thanks for taking those into consideration, we definitely would like a nice hiking/ snowshoe trail over here!

6/26/2022

Brie Van Email
Dam

July 2022

Comment

Response

Reviewer
Name/Title

Organization/
Department

Date of
Response

Thank you for your comment. The planning process intends to highlight opportunities such as this one while
making recommendations for development that will address impacts more than create them. Trail development
does have an impact and it is clear this trail concept is not suitable for summer use, except by foot traffic. The
ammended trail narrative, now under I‐BR18, makes the best attempt to consider these conditions while also
being realistic about the current legislative designation of the Goldstream Public Use Area and the liklihood of
snowmachine traffic occuring on any developed trail. The plan maintains it's recommendation to explore a
seasonal motorized (snowmachine only) designation while adding this instruction: "Development is not
recommended until there is a plan to protect the trail from ATV use and degradation. Development will require
utmost care; poor and rapidly changing permafrost soils present significant challenge and risk associated with
trailbuilding. Trail development should involve minimal disturbance and avoid removal of vegetative cover." It is
important to remember that current State and Borough casual use policies do not prohibit cutting a trail (with
some criteria) and this Trail Plan (and it's recommended use designations) has a limited ability to address these
issues. The plan aims to acknowledge the likley future use of a developed trail so that it can plan to address
those impacts.

Bryant
Wright,
Project
Manager

FNSB

Jul‐22

Thank you for your comment. The planning process intends to highlight opportunities such as this one while
making recommendations for development that will address impacts more than create them. Trail development
does have an impact and it is clear this trail concept is not suitable for summer use, except by foot traffic. The
ammended trail narrative, now under I‐BR18, makes the best attempt to consider these conditions while also
being realistic about the current legislative designation of the Goldstream Public Use Area and the liklihood of
snowmachine traffic occuring on any developed trail. The plan maintains it's recommendation to explore a
seasonal motorized (snowmachine only) designation while adding this instruction: "Development is not
recommended until there is a plan to protect the trail from ATV use and degradation. Development will require
utmost care; poor and rapidly changing permafrost soils present significant challenge and risk associated with
trailbuilding. Trail development should involve minimal disturbance and avoid removal of vegetative cover." It is
important to remember that current State and Borough casual use policies do not prohibit cutting a trail (with
some criteria) and this Trail Plan (and it's recommended use designations) has a limited ability to address these
issues. The plan aims to acknowledge the likley future use of a developed trail so that it can plan to address
those impacts.
SKYRIDGE TO Hello Bryant,
Thank you for your comment. The planning process intends to highlight opportunities such as this one while
GOLDSTREA Thank you for all of the work and effort to create a trails plan and to secure publicly accessible trails in the borough for the future. This is making recommendations for development that will address impacts more than create them. Trail development
M
great! I would like to comment on the proposed trail II‐A18 which connects public land from Skyridge Dr. to the Goldstream Valley. I live in does have an impact and it is clear this trail concept is not suitable for summer use, except by foot traffic. The
ammended trail narrative, now under I‐BR18, makes the best attempt to consider these conditions while also
this area and this trail would run just north of our property line. I think this trail connection could be a wonderful resource for the
neighborhoods on the east side of town which currently have poor trail access.
being realistic about the current legislative designation of the Goldstream Public Use Area and the liklihood of
I would like to request and recommend that this trail, II‐A18, be included in the plan as a year‐round NON‐motorized trail. When we
snowmachine traffic occuring on any developed trail. The plan maintains it's recommendation to explore a
proposed this trail route and supported the idea, what we had envisioned were the neighborhood foot and ski trails for example north of seasonal motorized (snowmachine only) designation while adding this instruction: "Development is not
Goldhill Rd, or the Skarland trail system, and in other parts of the Goldstream‐adjacent regions where there are narrow foot/snowshoe
recommended until there is a plan to protect the trail from ATV use and degradation. Development will require
and ski trails, many of which are only suitable for winter use. Having walked in the vicinity of proposed trail II‐A18, my assessment is that utmost care; poor and rapidly changing permafrost soils present significant challenge and risk associated with
trailbuilding. Trail development should involve minimal disturbance and avoid removal of vegetative cover." It is
the ground in this area is not suitable for even seasonal motorized use as this is an area of significant and rapid landscape change due to
permafrost thaw and erosion. Over the last four years that we have been walking in that area we have seen steep gullies form along runoff important to remember that current State and Borough casual use policies do not prohibit cutting a trail (with
areas on that hillside that continue to erode and thaw at an alarming rate each year. Cutting a swath of trees to make a trail wide enough some criteria) and this Trail Plan (and it's recommended use designations) has a limited ability to address these
for motorized use would hasten the thaw and land degradation, not to mention the impact of motorized traffic. Trails designated as
issues. The plan aims to acknowledge the likley future use of a developed trail so that it can plan to address
seasonal motorized in the Goldstream Valley often see ATV use in the summer and shoulder seasons with no enforcement. This leads to
those impacts.
deterioration of the ground, destruction of trails, and negative impacts for other users. Any motorized use in the shoulder seasons or
summer in the area of II‐A18 would quickly and rapidly damage the land.
I appreciate your consideration, and all of the time that you and others have dedicated to trail access in the FNSB.
Thank you!
Brie Van Dam

Bryant
Wright,
Project
Manager

FNSB

Jul‐22

Bryant
Wright,
Project
Manager

FNSB

Jul‐22
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6/26/2022

Stefan
Email
Milkowsk
i

5/17/2022

Jeff Rose email

5/16/2022

Molly
Green

SKYRIDGE TO Hi Bryant, Thank you for considering my comment on the draft trails plan. I am grateful for the inclusion of a proposed trail connecting the
GOLDSTREA Goldstream Valley trail system with Skyridge Drive (II‐A18). However I am strongly opposed to this being designated as a seasonal
M
motorized trail. I am concerned about the character of the trail and the effect of motorized use (even winter motorized) on the forest in
that area.
Character of the trail: I understand the need for mixed use trails generally, and that trails within the Goldstream public use area allow
winter motorized use. I also understand that this trail could serve as a connector from existing GPUA trails. That said, I see this trail more
as a neighborhood trail that would give people from this part of town a place to snowshoe and ski and allow us to access the GPUA trails. I
do not think it would be a good corridor for snowmachines, as it's hard to see what it would really connect with beyond Skyridge, and
Skyridge, being a quiet residential neighborhood, does not seem like a good place to be unloading snowmachines or dog teams. There are
many examples of this kind of foot (ski, snowshoe) trail serving neighborhoods and also connecting neighborhoods with the GPUA system
(Skarland/Equinox, trails off Gold Hill, trails around Miller Hill Extension, trails near Pearl Creek). Snowmachines would change the
character of this trail significantly, especially if tour operators tried to use it.
Topography and forest conditions: I have walked around extensively in this area for years and believe it to be generally unsuitable for
motorized traffic and also very susceptible to damage, even from slight surface changes such as those created by winter motorized use.
There are several steep ridges in the area that run downhill (perpendicular to the proposed trail). Yes, snowmachines are capable of a lot,
but the topography is very different from most of the existing mixed use trails in Goldstream Valley. Even trails that do go uphill, such as
Eldorado Creek or O'Connor Creek, generally follow drainages rather than sidehill across them. The ground around the proposed trail is
thawing generally, creating holes and accelerating loss around any kind of depression or gully, causing widespread tree leaning and
collapse, both in the birch and the spruce. There is also EXTENSIVE erosion happening in main drainages along that north‐facing hillside,
which has moved hundreds of yards uphill over the course of five or six years (no joke). Even small drainages in otherwise undisturbed
forest have thawed and collapsed in the last few years without any direct human trigger. I am attaching three photos from one spot in this
area that was completely undisturbed, level forest four years ago and is now collapsed and actively eroding, with a gully that is already
several feet deep. My concern is that even a seasonal motorized trail would flatten tussocks and create ruts that would hold water and
thaw the ground and create a huge mess really quickly. There's probably not much that can be done to protect against this permafrost
thaw now, but it would be smart to not make it worse!
Thank you for considering my comment.
Stefan
SMALLWOO Brittany
D
I own the property at 1150 Smallwood Trail. I received a postcard notifying me of a trail being installed on my property. I had a couple
questions....
It looks like the new trail (I‐B2) is going to follow the Hopper creek easment along the East side of my property. Is that correct?
The Yolo trail currently starts 100 yards from my property. How do I get this road into the development planning to have it end at my
driveway? The power company boxed me in on the west side of my property three years ago because a former friend complained about
the original plan, you are now planning to box in the east side of my property to public use....are you planning to finish the job on the
south side section line next? Thanks for the help and clarification. Thank you, I thought the roads and trails went in now. I was just
confirming the location of the planned trail.
I was also wondering about how to get Smallwood Trail extended another 100 yrd to my driveway.
Thank you for the help.
Jeff
SMALLWOO Hello, I was looking at the trail plan map and it looks like an "existing winter trail" runs along our property (circled). The existing cleared
path does not really stay within the section line easement (33' from property line), but runs down the power lines (utility easement, the
D
next 30' into our property). So really, the utility easement has been called a trail without a trail existing in the section line easement. Is
there any way the borough can correct this?
Thanks. Molly

5/20/2022

Joel?
Phone
Christan
Rob
Website
Boyce

6/25/2022

July 2022

Email

Two Rivers
Two Rivers

Comment

Unable to come to the open house and is interested in learning more about trails proposed in Two Rivers area
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Thank you for your comment. The planning process intends to highlight opportunities such as this one while
making recommendations for development that will address impacts more than create them. Trail development
does have an impact and it is clear this trail concept is not suitable for summer use, except by foot traffic. The
ammended trail narrative, now under I‐BR18, makes the best attempt to consider these conditions while also
being realistic about the current legislative designation of the Goldstream Public Use Area and the liklihood of
snowmachine traffic occuring on any developed trail. The plan maintains it's recommendation to explore a
seasonal motorized (snowmachine only) designation while adding this instruction: "Development is not
recommended until there is a plan to protect the trail from ATV use and degradation. Development will require
utmost care; poor and rapidly changing permafrost soils present significant challenge and risk associated with
trailbuilding. Trail development should involve minimal disturbance and avoid removal of vegetative cover." It is
important to remember that current State and Borough casual use policies do not prohibit cutting a trail (with
some criteria) and this Trail Plan (and it's recommended use designations) has a limited ability to address these
issues. The plan aims to acknowledge the likley future use of a developed trail so that it can plan to address
those impacts.

Bryant
Wright,
Project
Manager

FNSB

Jul‐22

The planned trail will follow existing easements, including the Smallwood Trail easement at the end of
Smallwood Trail Road and the platted Hopper Creek road right of way. There are no plans to further encumber
any private property in the Hopper Creek subdivision via the trail plan. ‐ Bryant

Bryant
Wright,
Project
Manager

FNSB

7/22/2022

Hi Molly,
I’m familiar with the section line there off Adventure Road. It looks like we removed that from the trail
recommendations since the last mapping exercise. Check out the new maps here (the old maps have been
deleted now): https://www.fnsbtrailsplan.com/
Regarding the FNSB’s role or how to move the trail into the section line, it might be easier to give me a call. I
won’t be available this afternoon in preparation for an open house event tonight from 6‐8pm and NP High
School, unless you want to attend! Information is at the left side of the page I linked to. Otherwise, please call
and I will return promptly tomorrow.
Brittany Smart forwarded to Bryant: Bryant has tried to get in touch with Mr. Christiansen

Bryant
Wright,
Project
Manager

FNSB

5/17/2022

FNSB Parks &
Recreation
FNSB Parks &
Recreation

Jul‐22

Bryant
Wright,
Hello, My wife and I lived near the end of Little Chena Drive from 1996 to 2021. We moved a quarter mile away, still on the north side of Bryant discussed this trail with Rod Boyce over the phone and in person. Adjustments have been made to the
Bryant
CHSR, and have three adjoining lots that total 87 acres. We have had a dog team the entire time we have lived out here and have mushed trail plan based on the information provided by Mr. Boyce. The trail plan now more accurately represent existing Wright,
on numerous parts of trail I‐B23, existing and recommended, seasonal and year‐round,. We continue to run dogs on the trails, both in fall trails and recommends accomodating this year‐round motorized use.
Project
Manager
training and in winter, and do some maintenance. My comment here is to note that many areas of trail I‐B23 marked as existing seasonal
motorized (Summer Non‐Motorized; Snowmachines Winter Only) are used regularly in late summer and fall by hunters and dog mushers
on ATVs. As the weather cools, many dog mushers on the south side of Chena Hot Springs Road use the trails on the north side by crossing
CHSR near the school. Moose hunters are often in the area in September. Your proposed change would prohibit this non‐winter use by
hunters and dog mushers. There are stretches of trail I‐B23 that are in good and solid shape year‐round because they are either on a ridge
or on the woodcutting road. In particular, there is the stretch from Potlatch Creek to the wood road that we call the Ridge Trail. Regarding
Potlatch Creek, I believe you have the label in the wrong location. The creek is close to Two Rivers Road and runs under the letters “RS” in
the Two Rivers label on the map. I would also like to note that a piece of trail is missing from the map. The borough made a loop out of an
existing trail many years ago and even put up a right‐of‐way sign, trail direction signs and a “Private Property Ahead” sign to keep people
from coming down a side trail to our house. I have a marked‐up section of your map to show the loop. Thank you. I would be happy to
show you our own trails map and to visit with anyone at the borough to discuss. Rod Boyce
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6/26/2022

Rob
Boyce
Olga
Skinner

Website

Two Rivers

See earlier comment. Staff worked directly with Mr. Boyce directly to make alterations to the Trail Plan.

WEST
ISBERG

Bryant
Wright,
Bryant
Wright,
Project
Manager

FNSB Parks &
Recreation
FNSB Parks &
Recreation

Jul‐22

Website

This is a second comment from me regarding trail B23 and perhaps for other trails. Can trails perhaps be made nonmotorized only for
breakup? Maybe just for April and May? I believe other entities do that.
I understand that there is plans to cut a new trail uphill from West Isberg Rd in the Cripple Creek subdivision. Please consider upgrading
the already existing trail that is downhill from West Isberg Road and runs along the creek. This existing trail already connects the Chena
Ridge trails to the other trails in and near the burn area. Upgrading this trail would eliminate the need to cut a new trail system above.

6/21/2022

6/22/2022

Kelly
Email
Williams

WEST
ISBERG

Dear Bryant,
Thank you for helping us understand a bit more about the Fairbanks North Star Borough Road Corridors & Recreational Trails Plan (s).
We received the postcard announcing the May 17 & 19, 2022 Community Open Houses after the meeting dates. Once we received the
post card, we checked both the Draft Roads Plan and the Draft Trails Plan.
The FNSB Roads Plan ‐ Northeast Quadrant ‐ REVISED DRAFT Corridors map shows a trail crossing a portion of our Ag parcel – Tax Lot
3400. This trail is not shown on the FNSB Chena Hot Springs Road Area Draft Trail Map.
As the trail was shown on the Roads Map, we contacted Kellen Spillman. He surmised, the trail had been removed from the Draft Trail
Plan but recommended we contact you to be sure.
As you explained, the trail in question was on an earlier map, but had been removed as it was crossing private property/there are other
options with easements to accommodate passage around the property. Currently, there is no trail on the SE portion of the 120 acre Ag
field (Tax Lot 3400). This is shown correctly on the Draft Trails Map.
However, as the trail is shown on the “Roads” map, we would like to use this opportunity state we do not want a trail across our property.
There are existing easements on all four boundaries of Tax Lot 3400 to allow passage.
Again, thank you for your help. Should you have any questions or need further information, please feel free to contact us.
Sincerely,

Thank you for your comment and commitment to participate in this planning process. Bryant has been in
frequent contact with property owners and this area was discussed explicitly at the June 27th TAC meeting.
Draft recommendations were made in response to landowner feedback and have been adjust further after
additional feedback and Trails Advisory Commission evaluation. Adjustments included omitting the trail
mentioned in this comment. Multiple options exist for access to trail I‐AR4 from existing Borough trails, Borough
parcels, established road rights‐of‐way and established subdivision trail easements. The trail plan description of I‐
AR4 in Appendix A has been adjusted to acknowledge these options, including improving trail #I‐B7 to a
summer‐use standard. The feasibility of improving I‐B7 to necessary standards is questionable, though the plan
recommends further investigation. Neighbors are encouraged to understand that the trail plan's conceptual
recommendations will require additional planning prior to development. Neither the FNSB nor this Trail Plan
attempts or is able to prohibit access to neighboring public lands from existing public roads or other rights‐of‐
way. It is likely that trail users, from within or outside of the neighborhood, will take whichever route is most
convenient; a truth this planning process considers. Furthermore, this trail concept is a Category A
recommendation on State of Alaska land. The FNSB does not intend to be the primary developer of this trail
system. Any develoment must be approved and guided by the State of Alaska's process. The Trail Plan
constitutes an effort to solicit and synthesize community feedback in order to guide a future trail development
process in the State Forest.
Bryant spoke to Mrs. Williams over the phone and she provided insightful detail on the presence and use of
Bryant
trails through and around her parcel. The trail plan recommends using existing easements along the property
Wright,
and not adding any new encumberances, per the trail selection planning criteria and Mrs. Williams' advice.
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Dear Bryant and FNSBD Trails Advisory Commission,
I am worried about the proposed trail on Sonata drive. As a frequent visitor to the neighborhood and as mother of two little kids, I am
worried about safety. It's hard to see around the sharp Sonata Dr. turn, and in winter there's barely enough space on the road for 2 cars.
Skiers, mushers and 4‐wheelers all are likely to have accidents or cause problems with cars on Sonata. Currently there is almost no traffic
other than vehicles, and it is still a problematic, blind corner.
Also the trail going behind W. Isberg doesn't make much sense and goes between two properties belonging to one single owner. As the
owner I would be very unhappy about that and would want my money back for the second property that I bought. They bought it so they
would have little privacy, and now total strangers will be going by and bringing potential crime.
Thank you very much for your consideration.
Sincerely, Eva Allaby

Thank you for your comment and commitment to participate in this planning process. Bryant has been in
frequent contact with property owners and this area was discussed explicitly at the June 27th TAC meeting.
Draft recommendations were made in response to landowner feedback and have been adjust further after
additional feedback and Trails Advisory Commission evaluation. Adjustments included omitting the trail around
West Isberg mentioned in this comment. A trailhead is proposed on FNSB property off Sonata Drive to address
the problems mentioned about winter (and summer) access to trail #I‐B7. Please understand that much more
research, design work and other planning considerations will be required prior to any formal trailhead
development.
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Jack
Website
Withrow

WEST
ISBERG

Preferred and ranked Isberg to Rosie Creek access/trail options for the W. Isberg area from a W. Isberg resident who feels he is probably
capturing the sentiments of the residents of W Isberg Road reasonably well. I recognized the communal desire for a tie‐in between the
Isberg Recreation area and the Rosie Creek burn logging roads (Pagh, etc.) and that the logical location for that tie‐in is in the W Isberg
area. However, there are plenty of W Isberg residents, including myself, that would not like to see any all‐season trail access in the area
and maintain the status quo. But for the purposes of planning, the following are my preferences (and very likely the preferences of the
residents of W. Isberg in aggregate) should that come to pass anyway. First choice: Hardening of existing winter trail that goes west from
Sonata Drive. Second choice: “I‐AR4”, that is, access at the end of the future Azalea Court or possibly the intersection (switchback) of the
future Dianthus and Aspenwood roads up on the hillside above W Isberg. Third choice: end of W. Isberg Road (distant) Fourth choice:
Sonata/W. Isberg/up the W side of the E fork Rosie Creek/down section line to near end of W Isberg. This is far and away the least
desirable to residents of W Isberg.
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Thank you for your comment and commitment to participate in this planning process. Bryant has been in
frequent contact with property owners and this area was discussed explicitly at the June 27th TAC meeting.
Draft recommendations were made in response to landowner feedback and have been adjust further after
additional feedback and Trails Advisory Commission evaluation. Adjustments included omitting the trail option
#4 mentioned in this comment. Multiple options exist for access to trail I‐AR4 from existing Borough trails,
Borough parcels, established road rights‐of‐way and established subdivision trail easements. The trail plan
description of I‐AR4 in Appendix A has been adjusted to acknowledge these options, including improving trail #I‐
B7 to a summer‐use standard. The feasibility of improving I‐B7 to necessary standards is questionable, though
the plan recommends further investigation. Neighbors are encouraged to understand that the trail plan's
conceptual recommendations will require additional planning prior to development. Neither the FNSB nor this
Trail Plan attempts or is able to prohibit access to neighboring public lands from existing public roads or other
rights‐of‐way. It is likely that trail users, from within or outside of the neighborhood, will take whichever route is
most convenient; a truth this planning process considers. Furthermore, this trail concept is a Category A
recommendation on State of Alaska land. The FNSB does not intend to be the primary developer of this trail
system. Any develoment must be approved and guided by the State of Alaska's process. The Trail Plan
constitutes an effort to solicit and synthesize community feedback in order to guide a future trail development
process in the State Forest.
Thank you for your comment and commitment to participate in this planning process. Bryant has been in
frequent contact with property owners and this area was discussed explicitly at the June 27th TAC meeting.
Draft recommendations were made in response to landowner feedback and have been adjust further after
additional feedback and Trails Advisory Commission evaluation. Adjustments included omitting the trail option
#4 mentioned in this comment. Multiple options exist for access to trail I‐AR4 from existing Borough trails,
Borough parcels, established road rights‐of‐way and established subdivision trail easements. The trail plan
description of I‐AR4 in Appendix A has been adjusted to acknowledge these options, including improving trail #I‐
B7 to a summer‐use standard. The feasibility of improving I‐B7 to necessary standards is questionable, though
the plan recommends further investigation. Neighbors are encouraged to understand that the trail plan's
conceptual recommendations will require additional planning prior to development. Neither the FNSB nor this
Trail Plan attempts or is able to prohibit access to neighboring public lands from existing public roads or other
rights‐of‐way. It is likely that trail users, from within or outside of the neighborhood, will take whichever route is
most convenient; a truth this planning process considers. Furthermore, this trail concept is a Category A
recommendation on State of Alaska land. The FNSB does not intend to be the primary developer of this trail
system. Any develoment must be approved and guided by the State of Alaska's process. The Trail Plan
constitutes an effort to solicit and synthesize community feedback in order to guide a future trail development
process in the State Forest.
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Hello Bryant and Trails Advisory Commission, I am writing to add my support to the ideas put forth by Julie Hagelin and Jack Withrow, both
of whom have already contacted you. As a resident of Cripple Creek subdivision and avid user of Fairbanks area trails‐‐especially our
neighborhood trails‐‐since 2006, I am strongly in support of hardening present trail access points over adding new ones. Every "all‐season"
trail I have seen in Interior Alaska that allows motorized vehicles‐‐without exception‐‐has been heavily damaged by motorized vehicles
within a few years of use. Even the Isberg Trail from Oboe Court‐‐with its nice bed and lining and gravel‐‐is rotting already. I do not believe
that it is possible to build a trail that withstands motorized vehicle use. I have come to accept that mud and trail damage are facts of life.
It's fine, I own Xtra‐Tufs, fine! What I cannot support is wasting money to build new trail access so that people can supposedly avoid the
currently damaged trailheads. The new trailheads will become precisely like the old ones within a few years. Then what will we do? Build
more? Build a new one every three years? That is patently ridiculous. Better to put that money and effort toward maintaining the access
ways we already have. If hardening the present Sonata trail access is truly not an option, I, too, would throw my support behind access at
Aspenwood, for the simple reason that it's higher and drier than West Isberg. It will last maybe 4 years before turning into a giant mud
puddle instead of 3. I have pasted some content from Jack's email below, for your reference. Thank you for your consideration. Best
Regards, Daisy Huang ********Content pasted from Jack's email below******** First choice: Hardening of existing winter trail that goes
west from Sonata Drive. (Bryant conveyed to me that this would cost more than taking the trail up around Les, Julies, and my houses, and
would require much upkeep as the ground shifts, all bad things from the borough’s perspective. I’m skeptical that some culverts and geo‐
block couldn’t get you to the end of W Isberg and from there you can go up the hillside…). Second choice: “I‐AR4”, that is, access at the
end of the future Azalea Court or possibly the intersection [switchback] of the future Dianthus and Aspenwood roads up on the hillside
above W Isberg. (This might work once those roads are constructed. If funding were to present before then Bryant conveyed that the
borough was not interested in building a trail down Aspenwood and purchasing a lot at the end to make parking, and thus the feasibility of
this option should funding become available soon is unclear to me, but probably remote?) Third choice: end of W. Isberg Road. It is not
entirely clear to me what this looks like (e.g., trail or trail/plus expanded parking), but this is a straightforward outlet in leu of Choice 4
below which I would like to avoid at all costs. This really is the logical place if the “perfect” trail is too expensive (perfect in the sense given
above that it seamlessly ties existing trails together without on‐road segments with road crossings only; as I see it the only choice that
meets these criteria is the Sonata Drive segment hardening, reroute once past W Isberg). (distant) Fourth choice: Sonata/W. Isberg/up the
W side of the E fork Rosie Creek/down section line to near end of W Isberg (i.e., the route which is apparently current after we collectively
said no to the others). Bryant told me that this route is slightly different than the cartoon drawing on the map Julie sent around. It would
take off from W. Isberg after it crosses the E fork of Rosie Creek (i.e., about 65 yards in), trend upwards along the side of the ravine until it
d h and imembers
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bi Thank you for your comment and commitment to participate in this planning process. Bryant has been in
DearhBryant
frequent contact with property owners and this area was discussed explicitly at the June 27th TAC meeting.
At Bryant's recommendation, I have attached urgent comment and new proposals related to trails in the W. Isberg neighborhood of
Draft recommendations were made in response to landowner feedback and have been adjust further after
additional feedback and Trails Advisory Commission evaluation. Adjustments included omitting the trail option
Cripple Creek.
#4 mentioned in this comment. Multiple options exist for access to trail I‐AR4 from existing Borough trails,
I found I could not submit it via the trails comment portal, because it contains maps and text.
Thank you for your consideration,
Borough parcels, established road rights‐of‐way and established subdivision trail easements. The trail plan
Julie
description of I‐AR4 in Appendix A has been adjusted to acknowledge these options, including improving trail #I‐
B7 to a summer‐use standard. The feasibility of improving I‐B7 to necessary standards is questionable, though
the plan recommends further investigation. Neighbors are encouraged to understand that the trail plan's
conceptual recommendations will require additional planning prior to development. Neither the FNSB nor this
Trail Plan attempts or is able to prohibit access to neighboring public lands from existing public roads or other
rights‐of‐way. It is likely that trail users, from within or outside of the neighborhood, will take whichever route is
most convenient; a truth this planning process considers. Furthermore, this trail concept is a Category A
recommendation on State of Alaska land. The FNSB does not intend to be the primary developer of this trail
system. Any develoment must be approved and guided by the State of Alaska's process. The Trail Plan
constitutes an effort to solicit and synthesize community feedback in order to guide a future trail development
process in the State Forest.
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Thank you for your comment and commitment to participate in this planning process. Bryant has been in
frequent contact with property owners and this area was discussed explicitly at the June 27th TAC meeting.
Draft recommendations were made in response to landowner feedback and have been adjust further after
additional feedback and Trails Advisory Commission evaluation. Adjustments included omitting the trail routing
north of West Isberg and down a Setion Line Easement (mentioned in this comment). Multiple options exist for
access to trail I‐AR4 from existing Borough trails, Borough parcels, established road rights‐of‐way and
established subdivision trail easements. The trail plan description of I‐AR4 in Appendix A has been adjusted to
acknowledge these options, including improving trail #I‐B7 to a summer‐use standard. The feasibility of
improving I‐B7 to necessary standards is questionable, though the plan recommends further investigation.
Neighbors are encouraged to understand that the trail plan's conceptual recommendations will require
additional planning prior to development. Neither the FNSB nor this Trail Plan attempts or is able to prohibit
access to neighboring public lands from existing public roads or other rights‐of‐way. It is likely that trail users,
from within or outside of the neighborhood, will take whichever route is most convenient; a truth this planning
process considers. Furthermore, this trail concept is a Category A recommendation on State of Alaska land. The
FNSB does not intend to be the primary developer of this trail system. Any develoment must be approved and
guided by the State of Alaska's process. The Trail Plan constitutes an effort to solicit and synthesize community
feedback in order to guide a future trail development process in the State Forest.
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Thank you for your comment and commitment to participate in this planning process. Bryant has been in
frequent contact with property owners and this area was discussed explicitly at the June 27th TAC meeting.
Draft recommendations were made in response to landowner feedback and have been adjust further after
additional feedback and Trails Advisory Commission evaluation. Adjustments included omitting the trail routing
north of West Isberg and down a Setion Line Easement (mentioned in this comment). Multiple options exist for
access to trail I‐AR4 from existing Borough trails, Borough parcels, established road rights‐of‐way and
established subdivision trail easements. The trail plan description of I‐AR4 in Appendix A has been adjusted to
acknowledge these options, including improving trail #I‐B7 to a summer‐use standard. The feasibility of
improving I‐B7 to necessary standards is questionable, though the plan recommends further investigation.
Neighbors are encouraged to understand that the trail plan's conceptual recommendations will require
additional planning prior to development. Neither the FNSB nor this Trail Plan attempts or is able to prohibit
access to neighboring public lands from existing public roads or other rights‐of‐way. It is likely that trail users,
from within or outside of the neighborhood, will take whichever route is most convenient; a truth this planning
process considers. Furthermore, this trail concept is a Category A recommendation on State of Alaska land. The
FNSB does not intend to be the primary developer of this trail system. Any develoment must be approved and
guided by the State of Alaska's process. The Trail Plan constitutes an effort to solicit and synthesize community
feedback in order to guide a future trail development process in the State Forest.
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West Isberg Trail Proposal When the homeowners on West Isberg Road bought property here, we did so believing that we would live on a
quiet dead‐end street that was adjacent to the Tanana State Forest. We knew there was an existing trail on a dedicated piece of Borough
land down the hill below us. We also knew that this trail, like most trails in Interior Alaska, crossed many wet areas in summer, and was
therefore primarily a winter only trail. We have learned to tolerate the traffic, even the occasional noisy snowmobiles late at night. Some
folks, on four‐wheelers, destroyed the trail by driving on it in summer and there is evidence that the permafrost is melting in places. The
trail system in this area is getting a little more use in the winter, but practically no one uses this trail in the summer. Is any trail expansion
even warranted? Those of us who live here, pay taxes on this land and bought here exclusively for the privacy of the place, cannot
understand why there should be any trail expansion at all. Having trail access from the end of West Isberg would be bad enough, but
discovering that the new proposal of running the trail right around behind our houses and then cutting through our yard, splitting us off
from the adjacent property we bought specifically to ensure our privacy in the future, is abhorrent. Since people already drive their
vehicles up and down West Isberg we would end up with three trails cutting through our neighborhood all around our houses. This
appears to be some diabolical plot to drive us all mad and certainly does nothing to improve the public’s opinion of the Borough
Government. The worst possible scenario is the current proposal, which runs the trail up behind our homes on West Isberg. Having
sanctioned trail access at the end of West Isberg would also leave us all extremely distressed, because that would fundamentally alter our
neighborhood, creating access where we thought there would be none, and destroying what initially attracted us to this place. The best
options for our neighborhood are: (1) moving the trail up through the proposed Aspenwood subdivision to the intersection with Dianthus
Rd, or (2) repairing the trail just west of Sonata, perhaps including a parking lot on adjacent borough land, and building a new trail on
higher ground beyond the end of our subdivision. Skirting the wetlands, just up the hill from the existing winter‐only trail, would make the
shortest connection with the existing Rosie Creek Trail System. Sincerely, Peter Elsner
Message: Rosie Creek Trail Expansion When the homeowners on West Isberg Road bought property here we did so believing that we
would live on a quiet street that was adjacent to the Tanana State Forest. We knew there was an existing trail on a dedicated piece of
Borough land down the hill below us. We also knew that this trail, like most trails in Interior Alaska, crossed many wet areas in summer,
and was therefore primarily a winter only trail. We have learned to tolerate the traffic, even the occasional noisy snowmobiles late at
night. Some folks, on four‐wheelers, destroyed the trail by driving on it in summer and there is evidence that the permafrost is melting in
places. The trail system in this area is getting a little more use in the winter, but practically no one uses this trail in the summer. Is any trail
expansion even warranted? Those of us who live here, pay taxes on this land and bought here exclusively for the privacy of the place,
cannot understand why there should be any trail expansion at all. Having trail access from the end of West Isberg would be bad enough,
but discovering that the new proposal of running the trail right around behind our neighbors’ houses and then cutting through their yard,
splitting them off from the adjacent property they bought specifically to ensure our privacy in the future, is abhorrent. Since people
already drive their vehicles up and down West Isberg we would end up with three trails cutting through our neighborhood all around our
houses. This appears to be some diabolical plot to drive us all mad and certainly does nothing to improve the public’s opinion of the
Borough Government. The worst possible scenario runs the trail up behind the homes on West Isberg. Having sanctioned all‐season trail
access at the end of West Isberg would leave us all extremely disappointed, because it differs dramatically from what is mapped as a dead‐
end road with no parking and what we understood when we bought our homes here. I have to say we don’t have the fastest road
maintenance service and adding more traffic a road that is sometimes only one lane is less than ideal. The best options for our
neighborhood are: (1) moving the trail up through Aspenwood to the intersection with Dianthus, or (2) repairing the trail just west of
Sonata and building a new trail on higher ground beyond the end of our subdivision. Skirting the wetlands, just up the hill from the original
trail, would make the shortest connection with the existing Rosie Creek Trail System. Valerie Raisis 4363 W. Isberg Rd.
Dear Bryant and FNSBD Trails Advisory Commission, I own two properties at the end of West Isberg Road and have been involved in past
trails discussions. Along with the rest of our neighborhood, I disagree strongly with the current proposed trail that goes behind properties
on the north side of West Isberg road and down a section line, splitting two parcels owned by the same neighbor on a slope that is prone
to erosion. This is unnecessary disturbance that completely surrounds houses on our road by trail traffic pens up noise and trails on all
sides of our properties. This extra traffic would cause further damage to our road and require more road maintenance. In our service area
it already takes a lot of time to get snow cleared and summer maintenance completed on our road. Furthermore, the proposal runs
counter to all others and all previous discussion that only focused on existing trail access points and roads. I am in favor of working harder
to determine a solution using the existing trail access at Sonata Dr, then run a trail up higher to the west, after reaching the end of our
subdivision, in an effort to reach trails in Rosie Creek. A second solution is to run another trail in the proposed Aspenwood subdivision in
an area with platted road easements, such as Dianthus Road, which will provide for a large community and parks access. Putting an all‐
season access, the end of West Isberg is our road runs would also be very distressing and runs counter to what owners understood was a
dead‐end road when we bought our properties. We already tolerate noise from snowmachines and other trail users We bought land
understanding there was winter‐only trail access, and only expected further changes to be in this designated area, or in planned
developments like Aspenwood subdivision. Please do not fundamentally alter our quiet neighborhood. Please consider our two
neighborhood solutions proposed above (Sonata access point or Dianthus Rd). Thank you James Raisis 4363 W. Isberg Rd.

Thank you for your comment and commitment to participate in this planning process. Bryant has been in
frequent contact with property owners and this area was discussed explicitly at the June 27th TAC meeting.
Draft recommendations were made in response to landowner feedback and have been adjust further after
additional feedback and Trails Advisory Commission evaluation. Adjustments included omitting the trail routing
north of West Isberg and down a Setion Line Easement (mentioned in this comment). Multiple options exist for
access to trail I‐AR4 from existing Borough trails, Borough parcels, established road rights‐of‐way and
established subdivision trail easements. The trail plan description of I‐AR4 in Appendix A has been adjusted to
acknowledge these options, including improving trail #I‐B7 to a summer‐use standard. The feasibility of
improving I‐B7 to necessary standards is questionable, though the plan recommends further investigation.
Neighbors are encouraged to understand that the trail plan's conceptual recommendations will require
additional planning prior to development. Neither the FNSB nor this Trail Plan attempts or is able to prohibit
access to neighboring public lands from existing public roads or other rights‐of‐way. It is likely that trail users,
from within or outside of the neighborhood, will take whichever route is most convenient; a truth this planning
process considers. Furthermore, this trail concept is a Category A recommendation on State of Alaska land. The
FNSB does not intend to be the primary developer of this trail system. Any develoment must be approved and
guided by the State of Alaska's process. The Trail Plan constitutes an effort to solicit and synthesize community
feedback in order to guide a future trail development process in the State Forest.
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Message: Dear Bryant and FNSBD Trails Advisory Commission, I parents own and I live on two properties at the end of West Isberg Road
and have been involved in past trails discussions. Along with the rest of our neighborhood, I disagree strongly with the current proposed
trail that goes behind properties on the north side of West Isberg road and down a section line, splitting two parcels owned by the same
neighbor on a slope that is prone to erosion. This is unnecessary disturbance that completely surrounds houses on our road by trail traffic
pens up noise and trails on all sides of our properties. I am an EMS volunteer and I need to be able to get out of my driveway, which can be
blocked by people parking at the end of West Isberg. This extra traffic would cause further damage to our road and require more road
maintenance. In our service area it already takes a lot of time to get snow cleared and summer maintenance completed on our road.
Furthermore, the proposal runs counter to all others and all previous discussion that only focused on existing trail access points and roads.
I am in favor of working harder to determine a solution using the existing trail access at Sonata Dr, then run a trail up higher to the west,
after reaching the end of our subdivision, in an effort to reach trails in Rosie Creek. A second solution is to run another trail in the
proposed Aspenwood subdivision in an area with platted road easements, such as Dianthus Road, which will provide for a large community
and parks access. Putting an all‐season access, the end of West Isberg is our road runs would also be very distressing and runs counter to
what owners understood was a dead‐end road when we bought our properties. We already tolerate noise from snowmachines and other
trail users My parents thought there was an understanding there was winter‐only trail access, and only expected further changes to be in
this designated area, or in planned developments like Aspenwood subdivision. Please do not fundamentally alter our quiet neighborhood.
Please consider our two neighborhood solutions proposed above (Sonata access point or Dianthus Rd). Thank you Demetrios Raisis 4363
W. Isberg Rd.

Thank you for your comment and commitment to participate in this planning process. Bryant has been in
frequent contact with property owners and this area was discussed explicitly at the June 27th TAC meeting.
Draft recommendations were made in response to landowner feedback and have been adjust further after
additional feedback and Trails Advisory Commission evaluation. Adjustments included omitting the trail routing
north of West Isberg and down a Setion Line Easement (mentioned in this comment). Multiple options exist for
access to trail I‐AR4 from existing Borough trails, Borough parcels, established road rights‐of‐way and
established subdivision trail easements. The trail plan description of I‐AR4 in Appendix A has been adjusted to
acknowledge these options, including improving trail #I‐B7 to a summer‐use standard. The feasibility of
improving I‐B7 to necessary standards is questionable, though the plan recommends further investigation.
Neighbors are encouraged to understand that the trail plan's conceptual recommendations will require
additional planning prior to development. Neither the FNSB nor this Trail Plan attempts or is able to prohibit
access to neighboring public lands from existing public roads or other rights‐of‐way. It is likely that trail users,
from within or outside of the neighborhood, will take whichever route is most convenient; a truth this planning
process considers. Furthermore, this trail concept is a Category A recommendation on State of Alaska land. The
FNSB does not intend to be the primary developer of this trail system. Any develoment must be approved and
guided by the State of Alaska's process. The Trail Plan constitutes an effort to solicit and synthesize community
feedback in order to guide a future trail development process in the State Forest.
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Hello FNSB, my name is Lester Graves and I came to Alaska through the United States Army and have been a resident in the borough for
49 years. I have lived at 4318 W Isberg Rd for the past 35 years. I am very against the current proposed plan to make an official trailhead to
the lower Isberg trails via W Isberg Rd. The idea in question would result in trail‐users putting themselves in vulnerable situations to access
the trailhead (e.g. crossing Cripple Creek Rd and Sonata Dr blind corner), as there is no acceptable parking available. I would suggest
moving the new trailhead to the Aspenwood Dr subdivision. It has previously been planned out that adding a trailhead in this location was
a possibility and current residents still moved into the area, implying they are accepting of this idea. This Aspenwood Dr trailhead can still
be linked to the lower Isberg trail system and, if done right, could lead to further subdivision development. Phone is the best way to get
ahold of me.
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Message: Dear Bryant and Trails Commission, I own two properties and live on West Isberg Rd.‐‐ I have serious concerns about the current
trail proposal and offer solutions below. I sent a PDF with both text maps to TAC and project team members via email. However, I am
submitting a copy of the text‐only via the online comment link, in case it reaches a broader audience. I apologize if this is duplicative.
Please refer to the emailed PDF for the complete document of both text and figures. Thank you, Julie Hagelin
================================= The current plan of threading a brand new trail behind properties on W. Isberg and down a
section line has utterly blindsided our neighborhood. Previous discussions and drafts have always and only focused on existing trails and
roads. This new trail, however, has resulted in an even more negative and emotional reaction from residents. Map 1, below, circles the
current proposal in red. Please note how this unavoidably creates three parallel routes on all sides of our neighborhood (the new trail, W.
Isberg Rd. itself, and Sonata winter‐only trail). Houses north of W. Isberg will be “encircled” with noisy, all‐season traffic from both the
proposed trail and road access. Residents south of W. Isberg will also be flanked on both sides. The proposed trail also unnecessarily
threads in between our two properties (indicated in neon green stars) along a steep section line that is prone to erosion. We pay taxes on
section line land, yet the new trail increases the probability that erosion will degrade land values and cause damage to off‐trail property.
Please recognize that W. Isberg residents made major financial and family‐altering decisions to purchase properties, based on existing
information, including the mapped Sonata trail access and platted/proposed neighborhoods and roads in Aspenwood subdivision. We
expected any substantive change to be focused in these two places, not behind or between our properties, or at the end of our mapped
dead‐end road. Below I rank four proposals from top choice to the worst for our neighborhood. Note that the first two favor existing
information that landowners were fully aware of when we bought property, making them the best and least offensive outcomes for
residents. Rank 1 (top choice): Map 2 (Dianthus Rd., below) proposes a new route from the Oboe trailhead along existing trails and power
cuts to the proposed Aspenwood subdivision, where it follows existing easements on Dianthus Rd. This trail stays higher and dryer than W.
Isberg, serving as an even more permanent, all‐season access. This new proposal disturbs the fewest existing homeowners and is proactive
to the planned community, which will evolve/develop around it. It does not fundamentally alter expectations, because people will know of
the trail’s presence when they buy land in Aspenwood. The end of Dianthus/Aspenwood Rd. is also not a private parcel, so could act as a
large trailhead. A well‐planned, dry trail should attract more people into the proposed neighborhood, increasing the tax base for the
borough. Dianthus Rd. also connects to the Parks highway, giving it even better access for other users. We walked west from Dianthus
trailhead area today to verify it is very high and dry land. The easier‐to‐maintain Dianthus trail resolves a lot of issues in a single project.
Combined, Dianthus as all‐season and Sonata as winter‐only two create an even larger, contiguous winter loop. It uses Oboe parking and
does away with the need for other proposed spurs, including I‐AR4 on Azalea (hampered by private land at the end) and the current W.
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Thank you for your comment and commitment to participate in this planning process. Bryant has been in
frequent contact with property owners and this area was discussed explicitly at the June 27th TAC meeting.
Draft recommendations were made in response to landowner feedback and have been adjust further after
additional feedback and Trails Advisory Commission evaluation. Adjustments included omitting the trail routing
north of West Isberg and down a Setion Line Easement (mentioned in this comment). A formal trailhead with
parking is NOT being proposed at the end of West Isberg. Multiple options exist for access to trail I‐AR4 from
existing Borough trails, Borough parcels, established road rights‐of‐way and established subdivision trail
easements. The trail plan description of I‐AR4 in Appendix A has been adjusted to acknowledge these options,
including improving trail #I‐B7 to a summer‐use standard. The feasibility of improving I‐B7 to necessary
standards is questionable, though the plan recommends further investigation. Neighbors are encouraged to
understand that the trail plan's conceptual recommendations will require additional planning prior to
development. Neither the FNSB nor this Trail Plan attempts or is able to prohibit access to neighboring public
lands from existing public roads or other rights‐of‐way. It is likely that trail users, from within or outside of the
neighborhood, will take whichever route is most convenient; a truth this planning process considers.
Furthermore, this trail concept is a Category A recommendation on State of Alaska land. The FNSB does not
intend to be the primary developer of this trail system. Any develoment must be approved and guided by the
State of Alaska's process. The Trail Plan constitutes an effort to solicit and synthesize community feedback in
order to guide a future trail development process in the State Forest.
Thank you for your comment and commitment to participate in this planning process. Bryant has been in
frequent contact with property owners and this area was discussed explicitly at the June 27th TAC meeting.
Draft recommendations in this area were made in response to landowner feedback and have been adjust
further after additional feedback and Trails Advisory Commission evaluation. Adjustments included omitting the
trail routing north of West Isberg and down a Setion Line Easement (mentioned in this comment). A formal
trailhead with parking is not being proposed at the end of West Isberg. A trailhead is proposed on FNSB
property off Sonata Drive to address the problems mentioned about winter (and summer) access to trail #I‐B7.
Please understand that much more research, design work and other planning considerations will be required
prior to any formal trailhead development. Multiple options exist for access to trail I‐AR4 from existing Borough
trails, Borough parcels, established road rights‐of‐way and established subdivision trail easements. The trail plan
description of I‐AR4 in Appendix A has been adjusted to acknowledge these options, including improving trail #I‐
B7 to a summer‐use standard. The feasibility of improving I‐B7 to necessary standards is questionable, though
the plan recommends further investigation. Neighbors are encouraged to understand that the trail plan's
conceptual recommendations will require additional planning prior to development. Neither the FNSB nor this
Trail Plan attempts or is able to prohibit access to neighboring public lands from existing public roads or other
rights‐of‐way. It is likely that trail users, from within or outside of the neighborhood, will take whichever route is
most convenient; a truth this planning process considers. Furthermore, this trail concept is a Category A
recommendation on State of Alaska land. The FNSB does not intend to be the primary developer of this trail
system. Any develoment must be approved and guided by the State of Alaska's process. The Trail Plan
constitutes an effort to solicit and synthesize community feedback in order to guide a future trail development
process in the State Forest.
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6/27/2022

Chantelle Email
McGinne
ss

WEST
ISBERG

Hi, Bryant and Trails Commission,
Please accept the attached letter as my input regarding planned expansion of trails in the West Isberg Area.
Best regards,
Chantelle McGinness
907‐888‐7056

Draft recommendations were made in response to landowner feedback and have been adjust further after
additional feedback and Trails Advisory Commission evaluation. Adjustments included omitting the trail routing
north of West Isberg and down a Setion Line Easement (mentioned in this comment). A formal trailhead with
parking is not being proposed at the end of West Isberg. A trailhead is proposed on FNSB property off Sonata
Drive to address the problems mentioned about winter (and summer) access to trail #I‐B7. Another trailhead is
proposed at the end of Potter Road (mentioned in the comment). Please understand that much more research,
design work and other planning considerations will be required prior to any formal trailhead development.
Multiple options exist for access to trail I‐AR4 from existing Borough trails, Borough parcels, established road
rights‐of‐way and established subdivision trail easements. The trail plan description of I‐AR4 in Appendix A has
been adjusted to acknowledge these options, including improving trail #I‐B7 to a summer‐use standard. The
feasibility of improving I‐B7 to necessary standards is questionable, though the plan recommends further
investigation. Neighbors are encouraged to understand that the trail plan's conceptual recommendations will
require additional planning prior to development. Neither the FNSB nor this Trail Plan attempts or is able to
prohibit access to neighboring public lands from existing public roads or other rights‐of‐way. It is likely that trail
users, from within or outside of the neighborhood, will take whichever route is most convenient; a truth this
planning process considers. Furthermore, this trail concept is a Category A recommendation on State of Alaska
land. The FNSB does not intend to be the primary developer of this trail system. Any develoment must be
approved and guided by the State of Alaska's process. The Trail Plan constitutes an effort to solicit and
synthesize community feedback in order to guide a future trail development process in the State Forest.

Bryant
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Project
Manager
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Recreation

Jul‐22

5/31/2022

Robert Website
Dickerso
n Jr

WEST
ISBERG

FNSB Trail Plan Comments I am a landowner on West Isberg with a lot that abuts the I‐B7 trail as it heads south into the State Forest/Rosie
Creek area from the Sonata Drive access. I have resided there for 20 years and have used the trail systems in the Isberg Recreation Area
year round, the I‐B5 Chena Ridge F.E. Ditch trails and the Rosie Creek area of the State forest, primarily to ski in the winter. I also use the
Birch Hill, Tanana Lake and Chena Lakes Rec Areas for skiing in winter, kayaking and hiking in summer. Personally I am happy with the
current status of the trail system and the plans to provide more improvements and access points in the areas, appreciate the signage in
the Isberg Rec Area and the parking lot on Oboe and Upper Isberg. There has been a growth in usage as people have settled into the new
subdivision over the years, mostly local users who enjoy hiking, skiing, fat tie bikers, snowshoers, skijoeurs, and dog walkers. The multi‐use
aspect of the trails is the main attraction. My neighbors are concerned about individuals who have recently been using the turnaround at
the end of West Isberg as a parking place to access the trail system by trespassing on their property. Non‐motorized Users don’t like
leaving the Oboe parking area at Isberg Rec Area, then crossing Isberg and Cripple Creek Roads to gain access to the trail off of Sonata
Drive, where there is no real area to park. The area near Potter Rd would be a good spot to improve access to the Cripple Creek/Rosie
Creek trail systems. I did note that the Alaska Long Trail ( I‐BR 13)proposal uses the power line access behind the west lots on West Isberg
to connect the Rosie Ceeek trail with the Isberg Rec Area. This does not affect me but my neighbors may be concerned. The ‘I‐B6’ trail on
the Appendix map “Ester and Chena Ridge Area”, in the Isberg Recreation area, should be “II‐B6”. I‐B6 in the draft plan is a trail near Cleary
Summit.

Thank you for your comment. The label for Isberg trails has been fixed. Draft recommendations in this area were
made in response to landowner feedback and have been adjust further after additional feedback and Trails
Advisory Commission evaluation. Adjustments included omitting the trail routing north of West Isberg and down
a Setion Line Easement (mentioned in this comment). A formal trailhead with parking is not being proposed at
the end of West Isberg. A trailhead is proposed on FNSB property off Sonata Drive to address the problems
mentioned about winter (and summer) access to trail #I‐B7. Another trailhead is proposed at the end of Potter
Road (mentioned in the comment). Please understand that much more research, design work and other
planning considerations will be required prior to any formal trailhead development. Multiple options exist for
access to trail I‐AR4 from existing Borough trails, Borough parcels, established road rights‐of‐way and
established subdivision trail easements. The trail plan description of I‐AR4 in Appendix A has been adjusted to
acknowledge these options, including improving trail #I‐B7 to a summer‐use standard. The feasibility of
improving I‐B7 to necessary standards is questionable, though the plan recommends further investigation.
Neighbors are encouraged to understand that the trail plan's conceptual recommendations will require
additional planning prior to development. Neither the FNSB nor this Trail Plan attempts or is able to prohibit
access to neighboring public lands from existing public roads or other rights‐of‐way. It is likely that trail users,
from within or outside of the neighborhood, will take whichever route is most convenient; a truth this planning
process considers. Furthermore, this trail concept is a Category A recommendation on State of Alaska land. The
FNSB does not intend to be the primary developer of this trail system. Any develoment must be approved and
guided by the State of Alaska's process. The Trail Plan constitutes an effort to solicit and synthesize community
feedback in order to guide a future trail development process in the State Forest.

5/16/2022

Vincent Website
Mathews

5/23/2022

Kristan
Kelly

Email

Need a plan, an understanding with road commissioners and winter plow crews NOT to plow in trail access points. The mountains of snow
plowed into the access points make it difficult and a safety hazard for skiers, snowshoers, and fat bike riders to use the trail. It is as simple
to change the plow blade angle and use FNSB trail maps as to the trail road crossing points. Maybe volunteers could mark the trail access
points with flagging or signs. Thanks
Hi Bryant. Can I get on the email list as an inviting member? I haven’t gotten any of the notifications or links to the plan. I’d like to be more
informed abs attend the meetings.
Much thanks! Kristan

5/19/2022

Bryan
Cordes

Email

Great suggestion. The draft trail plan attempts to address these and other regular maintenance needs in
Chapter 6 recommendations for developing maintenance standards, a maintenance protocol, and ensuring
adequate resources to employ and support a combination of staff, contractors and volunteers to achieve
maintenance goals.
Kristan, Absolutely! I copied Taryn‐ she is keeper of the email list. For anyone else wondering how to get
updated, the best way is to email us a comment (convenient through the website), even if it is just “send me
updates!” Anyone who has sent written comment and gives their contact info is added to the email list for
updates. Thanks for your time tonight and continued interest
Hi Bryan: The links to the two project web pages are below. They both have the proposed respective maps
posted online: Trails Plan – https://www.fnsbtrailsplan.com/ Roads Plan – https://fnsbroadsplan.com/
I am also cc’ing Bryant Wright, FNSB Trails Coordinator and the project manager for the plan, to more
specifically answer your question. ‐ Brittany Smart FNSB on 5‐20‐22
Hello Bryan, Thanks for your interest in the Trails and Roads plan. For trail development questions, please give
me a phone call at your convenience. I'll need some more details so that I can advise you as accurately as
possible ‐ Bryant 5/20/22

July 2022

Hi, I missed the meet at Lathrop.
Is there a way I could see the proposed trails and roads in a digital format? And what's the process for building a new trail?
Thanks, Bryant

FNSB
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Sue &
Phone
Elliot
Anderso
n

Own 2 parcels (1k acres) past Murphy Dome. Parcels are very remote. Not happy with Trails being proposed through their land. Not
currently instate, won't be able to make open houses. Please call.

Bryant called multiple times but has been unable to contact the owners. The Fortune Creek Ridge Trail is a
proposed concept (generally unconstructed), though much of the mileage appears to exist already in the form of
social trails, cabin access trail and logging trail.The original draft proposed to use existing public access
easements along the property line of the remote parcels per the trail selection criteria of using existing public
access corridors where possible. The Final Draft trail plan has been adjusted to suggest realigning some of the
proposed trail slightly farther south and lower in elevation. This will serve to provide more of a buffer for the
parcel owners and offer better trail construction options with regards to integrated drainage. The trail plan
recommendation is conceptual only, and any development would require substantial additional planning and
design work prior to construction. As a proposed Category A trail, and a trail that lies entirely on land managed
by the State Department of Natural Resources, the future development of this trail will need to be driven by the
state and trail users. The trail plan does not guarantee the development of the trail, but preserves the future
opportunity to establish a trail should the state dispose of and/or subdivide their property.

Bryant
Wright,
Project
Manager

FNSB Parks &
Recreation

Jun‐22

5/23/2022

Michelle Email
Gillette

There are no trail plan trails recommended that affect the property described. The Road Plan includes Old Ridge
trail as a "realigned corridor" # 370 or #371, apparently to more accurately reflect the existing alignment of the
road. Staff recommends contacting the Road Plan team for clarificaiton.

5/31/2022

Stan
Justice

Website

6/4/2022

Eric
Troyer

Website

I could not attend the May 19th meeting due to illness, but wanted to say there is no existing public trail on my property on Old Ridge
Trail. I do not want a public trail on it. There are trails along the section easements and other existing trails that have been documented in
the past that already provide access to the trail system. We have already given easements for GVEA, but don't want them to become
public trails. There are alternative routes.
Comments on FNSB Comprehensive Recreational Trails Plan May 2022 Public Review Draft By Stan Justice 5/31/2022 TMOs need more
that a passing mention if they are really going to be the new way we manage trails. How about including an example as an appendix? 6.
System‐Wide Recommendations I like to suggestions on page 29 recommending changing OR and OSB code to be more trail friendly. But
many of our trails are in residential, commercial and agricultural zones. We need to be able to have trail heads in many different zones.
For example the end of Henrick Court is used as a trailhead and one of the residents has tried to shut it down by posting no parking signs.
Since it is RR zone he is perhaps correct that there can’t be a trailhead? At the bottom of page 29 there is discussion of writing a FNSB
design and management manual. At least on an interim basis the state parks manual should be adopted. (as recommended by the TAC)
My fear is that we will continue to not have any standards for years because we lack capacity to reinvent the wheel. The sentence “The
manual would serve as a resource…” appears to be garbled. Develop Trailheads – add a bullet v. Rework title 18 so trailheads are an
allowed use in most zones. 7. Trail Recommendations Selection Criteria – This list of selection criteria is great but what is missing? Reasons
for rejection. Please expand this section to include reasons some proposals were rejected. Trailheads – An issue with trailheads is how they
are treated in FNSB zoning code. The only zone that allows “organized trail facility” is the Outdoor Recreation OR zone. Kellen Spillman
says a trailhead is considered and organized trail facility. And that use is conditional. Thus, all our trailheads not in OR are in non‐
compliance. Page 42 Motors on Non‐Motorized Trails Please reconsider your sentence “E‐bikes…” Certainly many jurisdictions have
started to try and figure out how to deal with the full range of motorized devices. Look up “One Wheel”. Non‐motorized users see
anything with a motor as being motorized. There are e‐bikes that are as capable as the fastest dirt bike. And even the weakest e‐bikes are
like putting an Olympic athlete on the gears. Now is the time to make a plan. Just ignoring the problem is a bad idea.
https://www.wired.com/story/guide‐to‐ebike‐classes/ is info on the various classes. If FNSB does not want to sort it out with this plan then
just draw the line at “motor”. If it has a motor, it is not allowed on non‐motorized trails. That is what UAF decided. Add language pointing
out that the proposed use categories are for recreational uses. Thanks for adding the exception for grooming. Mushers commonly use a
snowmachine to check/chase off moose before mushing. Future Trail Corridor List New from old plan is the S Use Category. This should be
described in more detail. Great idea to include that. The various lists have my head spinning. The Skarland Trail is missing from B proposed
components of the FNSB Recreation Tail Network but the Equinox is included. Oh – there is Skarland in a list of FNSB park trails… but with
no use category! And for a long section the two trails are on the same alignment. The other oddity in the list of borough park trails is
Sauna Avenue/O’Brien Street Trails and missing is Pearl Creek Park. What happened to UAF Trail System? It was in the old plan. Of there it
is on Existing Publicly Dedicated Trails. I don’t think that UAF Trails belong on that list. UAF could decide to sell off parts of North Campus.
The trails don’t have dedicated easements. If UAF was to divide the parcels would sure be nice to preserve the trails! For clarity perhaps all
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Chapter 7 of the Trail Plan addresses the process of evaluating trails for inclusion in the plan, including why
some trails were categorically not selevted. We have also been covering this during presentations at each
meeting. TAC helped develop the criteria, the planning team used that criteria to make selections, and the final
trail recommendations were again reviewed by the public and TAC before final edits by the planning team.
Limitations of trails (e.g. why they might be altered or not included) might include land ownership, extensive
burden on private property, planned use (including mining), and unsustainable alignments (too steep, fall line,
too wet, etc.). Many of the trails identified in the inventory ran into these issues. In some cases, rather than
inherit even more problematic trails, we proposed to develop new systems that provides much of the same
connective function of the existing trails with fewer of the alignment problems. In other cases, proposed trails
had a lot of merit, but would require more research and engagement with property owners and stakeholders
than this planning process could provide; they deserve more time and attention. Please remembmer this is a
plan that is supposed to be revisited and added to over time. A trail can be reevaluated and added to the plan
individually at a later time, as has been done with a dozen trails over the years.
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This comment refers to the Road Plan, not the Trail Plan.
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5/17/2022
6/25/2022

July 2022

Donna & Public
Clyde
Meeting
Mary
Website
Burtness

Trails

how about a list of reasons that might get a trail rejected from being included in the plan and then a few examples. While this would be
great simply for transparency, it would also help people in the future who want to add a trail to the plan. It would also help reduce the
negative imaginative thinking that typically happens with processes like this.

Trails 168 & 169 ‐ support vacating /removing of trails. They don't make sense, there is no trail there. To use 169 would be trespassing.
Also the city of North Pole sewer lift station is part of 169.
Please consider adding signage at beginning of trails that reminds people of leash laws. Thanks

Multiple comments addressed by Taryn Oleson‐Yelle and Bryant Wright. Document attached.

Thank you for the suggestion. We intend to do this as resources become available to develop trailheads. Our
past and current trail guides for programs like the Trails Challenge inform participating trail users of relevant
laws, including leash laws.
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Hi, thank you for working on the Fairbanks Trails Plan. One issue that I see is the (lack of) interconnectivity between different areas. It is
still nearly impossible in winter for me to ski or ride a bike or walk from my house to someone else's without coming all the way back to
the edge of town, then heading out again. This typically adds significant mileage and makes such outings impractical. While you
recommend having some trail standards, from my viewpoint, I would be happy having a steep trail for 1/4, 1/2 or even a mile, if it cuts 5
miles off my intended trip. An analogy of our neighborhood roads are trees ‐ one trunk leaves the ground, then the branches (side roads)
lead to our or our friend's houses. For the most part right now, the only way to get from one neighborhood to another with a car is to go
down the trunk, along the ground (the major artery) to another tree / neighborhood access road/ up the trunk and up the branch. Yet
often the tree branches just about touch one another (squirrels take the air shortcuts all the time), and I would love to have the trails that
allow for shortcuts in the plan. One way of doing that would be to include an easement along the side edges of a large parcel that is being
subdivided to be public, even if there are no existing trails there. Right now your plan puts the existing trails that may be on a lot to be
subdivided into easements, but I believe there is a need, if a parcel divides, to have greater resiliency for the people moving to those
parcels and building houses there to get around ‐‐ even if it is too late for the subdivisions that are in existence now, do it going forward.
Yes, some of these trails along the edges of the original may be steep. But they may be the equivalent of an air path that a squirrel takes
jumping from one tree to the next, and offer large savings in distance/time for the people looking to get out on their
ski/bike/atv/snowmachine. Thanks for your work, Dana
Thank you and all those involved in putting together the FNSB Comprehensive Recreational Trails Plan Public Review Draft. The plan looks
thorough and encapsulates well the vision,
management, maintenance and development of public trails in our community for the present and into the future. I recommend that the
Trails Plan be approved.
We use the public trails mostly from April through September and find them to be an incredible asset to our community and personally to
our lives. We value that some of the trails are dedicated to non‐motorized usage.
Thank you for formalizing the value that public use trails bring to us individually and collectively.
Having access to natural areas where you can wander at will is truly a treasure.
Gratefully,
Mary Calmes
Dear trail comity, With this letter, we are submitting comments against four proposed projects for the Lincoln subdivision / Murphy Dome
area: I‐AR5 Fortune Creek Ridge Trail Loop, and I‐C2 Lincoln Creek Loop Trail, and road extension projects 203 and 270. We oppose the
proposed motorized trail I‐AR5 Fortune Creek Ridge Trail Loop project for the negative impacts it will have for the environment (wildfire,
soils, and wildlife), the neighborhood of Lincoln subdivision and the Borough as a whole. Furthermore, a trail already exists joining Murphy
dome/ Chatanika/Dunbar trail/Standard Creek Rd Environmental impacts: 1‐ A trail joining the Cache creek area to the Murphy Dome
ridge would also increase the risk of wildfires. A recent study conducted in interior Alaska have shown that the risk for human‐caused
wildfire increases more than 40 times in the 5km around human settlement, and access roads around Fairbanks (Calef et al. 2017).
Furthermore, this trail would travers zones of high fire risk, with fire‐prone vegetation (i.e. black spruce forest). The area is also exposed to
high wind from the West, which – in case of a fire ‐ will directly expose the neighborhood of Lincoln ridge. 2‐ A trail joining the Cache creek
area to the Murphy Dome ridge will create substantial soil erosion and negative impact on the vegetation, particularly in the section
crossing alpine tundra. Several studies have demonstrated the long lasting effects of on‐trail and off‐trail use by ATV on soil erosion in
mountain trails crossing alpine tundra and upland boreal forests (e.g. Slaughter et al. 1990, van Vierssen Trip and Wiersma 2015, Salesa
and Cerdà 2020). 3‐ A trail joining the Cache creek area to the Murphy Dome ridge will have negative impact on wildlife from traffic, to
increased hunting and trapping. The trail would traverse alpine tundra, upland black spruce and deciduous boreal forests. These
ecosystems constitute secondary and primary habitats for wolves, coyotes, brown bears, golden eagles, and migratory stop‐over birds (e.g.
Morison et al. 2012, Douglas et al. 2022). Some of these species are already impacted by consistent trapping and hunting activities in
Cache Creek and Murphy Dome areas. We are advocating for the land between these two zones of substantial human activity to be limited
access in order to maintain an healthy population of wildlife in this area in an area that serves as migration corridor between the Tanana
Flats and the Minto Flats. Impacts on the neighborhood: a trail joining the Cache creek area to the Murphy Dome ridge will bring more
motorized traffic to the area, which will contribute to the degradation of Murphy dome road and Cache creek road, particularly in Spring.
Both roads are not designed to support such traffic as they become unsafe to travel during break‐up. Limiting traffic on these roads is
paramount to maintaining these roads in safe shape. Impacts on the borough: this trail will be expensive to create and maintain and will
contribute to maintenance costs on Murphy Dome and Cache Creek roads. As mentioned above, this 10+ miles long motorized trail project
will generate substantial erosion and therefore require substantial maintenance. When the added costs related to the increased traffic on
Murphy Dome and Cache Creek, as well as the increased risk in human‐caused wildfire are considered, the financial cost of this project
surpasses the benefit(s) to the tax‐payers of the FNSB, all the more so, considering that a trail already exists that join the Murphy Dome
and Standard Creek areas. We oppose the proposed trail I‐C2 Lincoln Creek Loop Trail project for the negative impacts it will have on the
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Thank you for the comment. The Trail Plan goals specifically include connectivity, and the subject was a major
consideration in the evaluative criteria of selecting trail for inclusion in the plan and recommending new trail
alignments. Industry standards for trail design do consider the pros and cons of short, steeper sections of trail
when setting individual trail standards. This is known as "maximum sustainable grade" and is covered in a
description of sustainable trial principles in Chapter, recommendation 6.
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Jul‐22

Thank you very much for your comment and support!
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Thank you for your very thoughtful feedback. The goal of this planning process is to anticipate and facilitate
future development in a way that we are best prepared to address its impacts while preserving future
opportunities, in this case the opportunity to have a recreational trail corridor. The intent of the I‐AR5 trail
recommendation is specifically to establish a sustainable trail corridor in order to corral use and limit
recreational impact to a formally established trail. Proper trail design follows sustainable trail principles, the goal
of which is to integrate features into the built trail in order to reduce erosion and the need for maintenance.
Ecological impacts are a consideration for trails and any type of development of vacant public land. The area of
State‐managed land near Cache Creeek and Fortune Creek (traversed by this trail concept) may be open to
many other more intense uses of land such as timber harvest or mineral extraction or disposal remote
recreational cabin sites and more. A recreational trail corridor, designed correctly, would have a relatively minor
impact on the land. Development, should it occur, would still have to be coordinated with State of Alaska
resource managers to consider and address impacts to wildlife and other resources. The I‐AR5 trail concept is a
Category A trail. As such, the FNSB does not intend to be the primary developer of this trail. The role of this plan
regarding trail I‐AR5 is to recommend that, as the State’s property is developed, whether through subdivision
and disposal, timber harvest, mining, or other uses, that a recreational corridor meeting certain criteria is
protected for future public use. Established road rights of way are open to public vehicular use and are not
being changed by this plan. AK State DNR Division of Forestry maintains authority to close logging roads. The
Lincoln Creek Loop concept (I‐C2) is pre‐existing from prior iterations of the Trail Plan. It documents pre‐existing
trail easements and rights of way established in the State of Alaska’s 1983 Lincoln Creek Subdivision Plat #83‐34.
These platted, recorded reservations will continue to exist, regardless of the trail’s inclusion in the Trail Plan. The
commentor owns a parcel in the Lincoln Creek subdivision that benefits from pre‐existing trail easements and a
State‐reserved tracts along its border that includes well‐used and developed trails. The recommendation of the
Trail Plan is to facilitate the use of this trail system by the neighborhood by completing access connections
across undeveloped FNSB and State property. As a Category C trail, this system is intended to be developed
primarily by the neighborhood rather than through FNSB resources.

Bryant
Wright,
Project
Manager

FNSB Parks &
Recreation

Jul‐22

FNSB
Comprehensive Recreational Trails Plan
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June 24, 2022
Kellen Spillman, Director of Community Planning
Bryant Wright, Trails Coordinator, Parks & Recreation
Fairbanks North Star Borough
Re: Comprehensive Roads and Recreational Trails Plans within State subdivision land
Dear Mr. Spillman and Mr. Wright:
The Department of Natural Resources (DNR) Land Conveyance Section is a willing partner with
the FNSB to plan for future road corridors and provide appropriate preservation for recreational
trails within State subdivisions. However, the combined effect of the FNSB’s draft update to its
Recreational Trails Plan and Comprehensive Roads Plan excessively encumbers some of
DNR’s property, making it not practical to develop.
The specific property of concern is the O’Connor Creek East area where DNR owns 70 acres
northwest of Skyflight Avenue within Sections 1 and 12 of F1N2W (FNSB tax lots 1203 and
1207). The combined effect of the proposed road and trail corridors within this property would
encumber a significant fraction of the property with road rights-of-way and trail easements.
Insufficient Consideration of Plan Interactions
DNR has provided input on both plan updates in isolation, which has been productive in other
areas of the borough for DNR land. However, this approach has been insufficient the O’Connor
Creek East area. For this property, the draft Comprehensive Roads Plan shows trail corridors
that are not in the draft Recreational Trails Plan, and the draft Trails Plan does not show the
road corridor proposed in the Comprehensive Roads Plan. Therefore, it is likely that the
planning groups were not aware of the cumulative impacts of these plan updates.
If DNR accepted the proposed corridors as shown in both plans currently, approximately the
east half of our property would largely be a collection of dedicated road rights-of-way and trail
easements surrounding substandard lots, or DNR would need to retain a large tract
encompassing these corridors that would make DNR the de facto manager of a FNSB park.
Comprehensive Roads Plan
The public review draft of the Roads Plan shows a corridor connecting Skyflight Avenue to
Pandora Drive. This would be an excellent road corridor if there were legal access across
private property connecting Skyflight Avenue and DNR land. Unless the FNSB has secured
legal access across this private property, it is a road corridor that is not likely to be realized.
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DNR has tentative plans for the subdivision with access based on section line easements due to
the lack of legal access across private property, as described above. When DNR would prepare
for platting the subdivision, we would be placed in the difficult situation of dedicating an access
route for development originating from the section line easements while also dedicating the
proposed Roads Plan corridor that is likely to remain incomplete.
DNR has had recent experience with platting a subdivision that had a road corridor specified by
the existing Comprehensive Roads Plan. DNR platted the Two Ponds Subdivision with a major
collector road corridor routed through the subdivision departing from an existing pioneer road
that could have served as a local road for subdivision parcel access. This rerouting came with
significant expense for design costs to meet FNSB requirements, all for the larger goal of
providing continuing access to lands west of the subdivision. Now in the draft Roads Plan
update, this continued route has ended at the Two Ponds Subdivision, meaning that DNR’s
investment for the FNSB’s platting requirements of an ongoing collector road was an unneeded
expense and complication. DNR does not wish to repeat this experience with unnecessarily
dedicating road rights-of-way that likely will never be realized in the O’Connor Creek East area.
Recreational Trails Plan
DNR discussed this area at length with FNSB Parks & Recreation in January 2022 about
preserving some existing trails while not overly encumbering a potential subdivision. At that time
DNR stated that the existing trail corridors were excessive, but now the Trails Plan public review
draft shows even more trail corridors than are described in the currently adopted Trails Plan.
DNR supports the proposed alternate trailhead access to the O’Connor Creek East Ridge Line
Trail from Skyflight Avenue that follows the section line easement north partially onto DNR land.
However, because this section line easement has a width of 66 feet and DNR intends to use
this corridor for road access to DNR property for subdivision platting, FNSB Parks & Recreation
should recognize that the width of the access corridor will probably not allow for adjacent road
and trail corridors. A combined corridor may need to suffice until upon DNR land where we will
be able to grant easements of a greater width.
Similar to the comment above about securing legal access, DNR is not aware of legal access to
the O’Connor Creek East Ridge Line Trail from Skyflight Avenue across private property to DNR
land. Given the prevalence of “no trespassing” signs on the eastern margin of DNR’s land in this
area, DNR assumes that private property owners are generally not accepting of trails that cross
their property. If there is to be a trailhead for this trail at the intersection of Skyflight Avenue and
the section line easement, then there is no longer a need for a trail segment encouraging
trespass on private property that then continues as extra trail segments on DNR land.
Next Steps
If the FNSB wants all these access corridors without having to consider the impacts to a
landowner, the FNSB should approach DNR for a means to noncompetitively purchase the land.
Alternatively, if the FNSB wants to allow for continued development and expansion of the tax
base while appropriately preserving access, DNR needs timely coordination on these matters
before the plans are finalized.
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We look forward to working with the FNSB on creating and preserving access within and
through our property that would be mutually beneficial to both agencies and to the public.
Sincerely,

Rachel Longacre, Section Manager
Land Conveyance Section
Division of Mining, Land and Water
Department of Natural Resources
550 W 7th Ave, Ste 640
Anchorage, AK 99501

cc:

Bryce Ward, Mayor

Dear Bryant and Trails Commission,
The current plan of threading a brand new trail behind properties on W. Isberg and down a section line has
utterly blindsided our neighborhood. Previous discussions and drafts have always and only focused on
existing trails and roads. This new trail, however, has resulted in an even more negative and emotional
reaction from residents.
Map 1, below, circles the current proposal in red. Please note how this unavoidably creates three
parallel routes on all sides of our neighborhood (the new trail, W. Isberg Rd. itself, and Sonata winteronly trail). Houses north of W. Isberg will be “encircled” with noisy, all-season traffic from both the
proposed trail and road access. Residents south of W. Isberg will also be flanked on both sides.
The proposed trail also unnecessarily threads in between our two properties (indicated in neon green
stars) along a steep section line that is prone to erosion. We pay taxes on section line land, yet the new trail
increases the probability that erosion will degrade land values and cause damage to off-trail property.

Map 1: Current draft plan proposal is the most offensive to current residents of W. Isberg Rd. It creates
access on three sides of the neighborhood at once, and splits up two properties (indicated with stars).
Please recognize that W. Isberg residents made major financial and family-altering decisions to
purchase properties, based on existing information, including the mapped Sonata trail access and
platted/proposed neighborhoods and roads in Aspenwood subdivision. We expected any substantive
change to be focused in these two places, not behind or between our properties, or at the end of our
mapped dead-end road.
Below I rank four proposals from top choice to the worst for our neighborhood. Note that the first
two favor existing information that landowners were fully aware of when we bought property, making
them the best and least offensive outcomes for residents.
Rank 1 (top choice): Map 2 (Dianthus Rd., below) proposes a new route from the Oboe trailhead along
existing trails and power cuts to the proposed Aspenwood subdivision, where it follows existing easements
on Dianthus Rd. This trail stays higher and dryer than W. Isberg, serving as an even more permanent, allseason access.
This new proposal disturbs the fewest existing homeowners and is proactive to the planned community,
which will evolve/develop around it. It does not fundamentally alter expectations, because people will
know of the trail’s presence when they buy land in Aspenwood. The end of Dianthus/Aspenwood Rd. is
also not a private parcel, so could act as a large trailhead.
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Map 2. New proposed alternative route that uses easements along Dianthus road.
A well-planned, dry trail should attract more people into the proposed neighborhood, increasing the tax
base for the borough. Dianthus Rd. also connects to the Parks highway, giving it even better access for
other users. We walked west from Dianthus trailhead area today to verify it is very high and dry land.
The easier-to-maintain Dianthus trail resolves a lot of issues in a single project. Combined, Dianthus as allseason and Sonata as winter-only two create an even larger, contiguous winter loop. It uses Oboe parking
and does away with the need for other proposed spurs, including I-AR4 on Azalea (hampered by private
land at the end) and the current W. Isberg proposal.
Another possible variation is illustrated Map 3, below, which uses the Cripple Creek power cut to enter on
Aspenwood Rd then to Dianthus. Again, Aspenwood area owners expected further development,
because planned roads were on the books when they bought property. This is unlike W. Isberg, which
was mapped as a dead-end.

Map 3. Alternative “Rank 1” that uses Aspenwood Rd. access from Cripple Creek power cut.
Rank 2 (second choice): Revisit hardening the access point on Sonata for all-season. Then, farther
west, turn the trail upslope and continue along a “higher” trajectory. This option uses existing access,
though it is not as “high and dry” as the Rank 1 option.
W. Isberg residents favor a measured approach for Sonata. Start here and route traffic away from other
potential access points (e.g., with signage at both the start and end of W. Isberg Rd.). We have already
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discussed W. Isberg turn-around issues for emergency vehicles. Could borough land on Sonata become
more user-friendly for parking?
We still question any urgent need for an all-season trail on Sonata. Alaskans are self-starters, who know
how to overcome wet “pinch points” on trails. Yet, we see little trail use or evidence of a desire to build
around problem spots. What specific data indicate a critical need for this location as an all-season route?
=======================
Ranks 3 and 4 represent significant changes (completely new, unplatted, unexpected trails) that
fundamentally alter why residents chose property on W. Isberg. Hence, these feel the most personally
invasive and emotionally unsettling to the greatest number of residents.
Rank 3: End of W. Isberg Rd.: Access would fundamentally alter our dead-end street. Given that ATVs
can now drive on roads, this will amplify negative outcomes for residents by creating a noisy, motorized,
road-like thoroughfare. We wish to instead route traffic over existing trails and access points (Sonata), or
foster development in other drier areas of Aspenwood subdivision, as the borough previously planned.
Rank 4: Current proposal in draft plan (Map 1): The current proposed trail for W. Isberg has many
drawbacks and even more invasive characteristics for residents, as previously described. It splits parcels
and encircles properties with potential noise and incursions on all sides. Some resident’s back yards will be
visible, inviting crime.
The current proposal also routes traffic down Sonata Rd., which is dangerous. Sonata curve is a poorly
planned, unusually sharp corner with limited visibility through trees in summer, and regularly reduced to 1lane in winter. Residents do not use it for recreation. Sonata is also one of the iciest intersections on
Cripple Creek Rd. Directing trail users onto Sonata, in addition to cars, is a recipe for someone getting
hurt.
To conclude, W. Isberg residents most strongly favor focusing on existing borough plans for
residential development (Rank 1: Dianthus/Aspenwood area) OR thinking harder about existing trail
access (Rank 2: Sonata), both of which were in place when we bought our properties.
Thank you,

Julie Hagelin 408-621-2526
julie.hagelin@alaska.edu
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Dear Bryant and Trails Commission,
As a resident of West Isberg Road, I am extremely concerned about proposed plans for new trail development in
our neighborhood, particularly the segment of I-AR4 that is proposed to connect to Sonata Road, circled in red in
Map 1. This proposal has the potential to create new hazards for residents and visitors of Sonata and West
Isberg. The Sonata curve is a poorly planned, unusually sharp, blind switchback when turning from Cripple Creek
Road. During the winter Sonata is regularly reduced to 1-lane due to snow berms that build up. Residents do
not use this curve for recreation. Furthermore, the intersection of Cripple Creek/Isberg/Sonata is one of the
iciest intersections on Cripple Creek Rd. Drivers traveling on Cripple Creek often slid through the intersection
when slowing to turn onto Isberg or Sonata. Directing the trail along the Sonata curve will create an extremely
dangerous route. A better option would be to route the trail south on Sonata and then left onto the section of
trail that is currently marked as winter only. That section of trail is already used as an all-season trail by ATVs to
cross Cripple Creek and access the Isberg Trails.

Map 1: Current draft plan proposal is the most offensive to current residents of W. Isberg Rd. It creates access
on three sides of the neighborhood at once and bisects two properties owed by the Elsner/Hagelin Family
(indicated with stars).
(Top Preference): As an alternative, I propose the route shown in Map 2. This new route would travel from the
Oboe trailhead along existing trails and power cuts to the proposed Aspenwood subdivision, where it follows
existing easements on Dianthus Rd. This trail would follow a route that is higher than West Isberg, avoiding the
boggy areas creating challenges with hardening the winter trail on Sonata.

Map 2. New proposed alternative route that uses easements along Dianthus road.

(Second Preference): Another option would be to revisit hardening the winter trail access point on Sonata for
all-season use and creating improved parking on Sonata. This option uses existing trail routes, which would have
less impact to the environment and the neighborhood. Though this trail is marked as winter only, people
occasionally travel it in summer with ATVs. Also, during the winter, people do not feel safe crossing Cripple
Creek Road to access the West Isberg trails from the trailhead at Oboe Court. So, they park on Sonata, increasing
bottlenecks on a road narrowed by snow berms.
Thanks for your time and consideration of my input shared here.
Chantelle McGinness

To: The trails office
Parks & Recreation Department
Fairbanks North Star Borough
Dear trail comity,
With this letter, we are submitting comments against four proposed projects for the Lincoln subdivision
/ Murphy Dome area: I-AR5 Fortune Creek Ridge Trail Loop, and I-C2 Lincoln Creek Loop Trail, and road
extension projects 203 and 270.
We oppose the proposed motorized trail I-AR5 Fortune Creek Ridge Trail Loop project for the negative
impacts it will have for the environment (wildfire, soils, and wildlife), the neighborhood of Lincoln
subdivision and the Borough as a whole. Furthermore, a trail already exists joining Murphy dome/
Chatanika/Dunbar trail/Standard Creek Rd
Environmental impacts:
1- A trail joining the Cache creek area to the Murphy Dome ridge would also increase the risk of
wildfires. A recent study conducted in interior Alaska have shown that the risk for human-caused
wildfire increases more than 40 times in the 5km around human settlement, and access roads around
Fairbanks (Calef et al. 2017). Furthermore, this trail would travers zones of high fire risk, with fire-prone
vegetation (i.e. black spruce forest). The area is also exposed to high wind from the West, which – in
case of a fire - will directly expose the neighborhood of Lincoln ridge.
2- A trail joining the Cache creek area to the Murphy Dome ridge will create substantial soil erosion and
negative impact on the vegetation, particularly in the section crossing alpine tundra. Several studies
have demonstrated the long lasting effects of on-trail and off-trail use by ATV on soil erosion in
mountain trails crossing alpine tundra and upland boreal forests (e.g. Slaughter et al. 1990, van Vierssen
Trip and Wiersma 2015, Salesa and Cerdà 2020).
3- A trail joining the Cache creek area to the Murphy Dome ridge will have negative impact on wildlife
from traffic, to increased hunting and trapping. The trail would traverse alpine tundra, upland black
spruce and deciduous boreal forests. These ecosystems constitute secondary and primary habitats for
wolves, coyotes, brown bears, golden eagles, and migratory stop-over birds (e.g. Morison et al. 2012,
Douglas et al. 2022). Some of these species are already impacted by consistent trapping and hunting
activities in Cache Creek and Murphy Dome areas. We are advocating for the land between these two
zones of substantial human activity to be limited access in order to maintain an healthy population of
wildlife in this area in an area that serves as migration corridor between the Tanana Flats and the Minto
Flats.
Impacts on the neighborhood: a trail joining the Cache creek area to the Murphy Dome ridge will bring
more motorized traffic to the area, which will contribute to the degradation of Murphy dome road and
Cache creek road, particularly in Spring. Both roads are not designed to support such traffic as they
become unsafe to travel during break-up. Limiting traffic on these roads is paramount to maintaining
these roads in safe shape.
Impacts on the borough: this trail will be expensive to create and maintain and will contribute to
maintenance costs on Murphy Dome and Cache Creek roads. As mentioned above, this 10+ miles long
motorized trail project will generate substantial erosion and therefore require substantial maintenance.
When the added costs related to the increased traffic on Murphy Dome and Cache Creek, as well as the

increased risk in human-caused wildfire are considered, the financial cost of this project surpasses the
benefit(s) to the tax-payers of the FNSB, all the more so, considering that a trail already exists that join
the Murphy Dome and Standard Creek areas.
We oppose the proposed trail I-C2 Lincoln Creek Loop Trail project for the negative impacts it will have
on the neighborhood of the Lincoln ridge subdivision and for its inefficient design. Most residents of the
Lincoln ridge subdivision are deeply cherishing the quietness and privacy that the area is providing. The
subdivision is composed of large lots for the most part, which gives residents a sense of privacy. The
subdivision is also located on the far outskirt of Fairbanks, providing quietness. As residents of the
subdivision, we are not welcoming the creation of new trails that would follows lot limits and even
travers lots by the center (PAN 388173), dramatically reducing the privacy and value of a total of 17 lots
(PAN 388017, 388025, 387991, 388122, 387177, 387169, 387169, 387151, 387070, 387142, 387088,
387134, 387088, 387126, 387118, 387096, and 388173). All the more so, when a low traffic, safe gravel
road, shaded by surrounding birch forest, is accessible only a few meters from the proposed trail! This is
a very inefficient trail section that we are opposing to. As disclaimer, we are not the owner of any of the
aforementioned lots.
We oppose the proposition of road extension 203 and 270 connecting Rebel road and Gettysburg road
to Cache Creek road respectively. The low traffic in this area doesn’t justify creating new access road
between Cache Creek and the Lincoln ridge subdivision, when Sherman road already serves this
purpose. As stated above, Lincoln ridge subdivision is a small, quiet neighborhood with very low traffic,
and the Cache creek road provide access for a very small number of residents, recreational activities and
logging activities. As such, Sherman road provide ample access between the two areas, without
requiring additional access. Again, we would rather encourage directing these funds toward proper
maintenance of the existing roads, rather than creating new once of minimal use.
We will be happy to provide copies of the scientific papers referenced in this letter upon request, or
address any question regarding these studies.
Best regards,
Helene Genet, Benoit Pignon
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Comments on FNSB Comprehensive Recreational Trails Plan May 2022 Public Review Draft
By Stan Justice 5/31/2022
• Planning team comments added below in grey italicized font.
1. TMOs need more that a passing mention if they are really going to be the new way we manage
trails. How about including an example as an appendix?
o A new implementation action has been added to make this more explicit: “As the
Borough assumes maintenance responsibilities for certain trails, develop Trail
Management Objectives to guide PRD and partners.” More clarity on TMOs added to
Chapter 6.
2. 6. System-Wide Recommendations I like to suggestions on page 29 recommending changing OR
and OSB code to be more trail friendly. But many of our trails are in residential, commercial and
agricultural zones. We need to be able to have trail heads in many different zones. For example
the end of Henrick Court is used as a trailhead and one of the residents has tried to shut it down
by posting no parking signs. Since it is RR zone he is perhaps correct that there can’t be a
trailhead?
o Thank you, more explicit and explanatory language has been added to this section about
other zoning districts, particularly residential.
3. At the bottom of page 29 there is discussion of writing a FNSB design and management manual.
At least on an interim basis the state parks manual should be adopted. (as recommended by the
TAC) My fear is that we will continue to not have any standards for years because we lack
capacity to reinvent the wheel.
o See comment in Narrative – we do not currently recommend formal adoption of another
manual in the interim but identify AK State Parks manual as a primary reference. FNSB
parks staff do currently refer to the AK State Parks manual and other relevant resources
for design, construction and maintenance of Borough trails.
4. The sentence “The manual would serve as a resource…” appears to be garbled.
o Reworded slightly, but the message remains the same.
5. Develop Trailheads – add a bullet v. Rework title 18 so trailheads are an allowed use in most
zones.
o Recommendation 6. Design & Maintenance Standards pertaining to trailheads is
intended to be specific to the physical state or attributes of trailheads, Title 18 is more
appropriately address in 5. Trail Establishment, which has been expanded to include this.
6. 7. Trail Recommendations Selection Criteria – This list of selection criteria is great but what is
missing? Reasons for rejection. Please expand this section to include reasons some proposals
were rejected.
o Rejection was covered under the subheading “realignment.” New paragraph added as
an attempt to address this and add clarity.
7. Trailheads – An issue with trailheads is how they are treated in FNSB zoning code. The only zone
that allows “organized trail facility” is the Outdoor Recreation OR zone. Kellen Spillman says a

trailhead is considered and organized trail facility. And that use is conditional. Thus, all our
trailheads not in OR are in non-compliance.
o Thank you, more explicit and explanatory language has been added to the Chapter 6
recommendation 5 Trail Establishment section about other zoning districts, particularly
residential.
8. Page 42 Motors on Non-Motorized Trails Please reconsider your sentence “E-bikes…” Certainly
many jurisdictions have started to try and figure out how to deal with the full range of
motorized devices. Look up “One Wheel”. Non-motorized users see anything with a motor as
being motorized. There are e-bikes that are as capable as the fastest dirt bike. And even the
weakest e-bikes are like putting an Olympic athlete on the gears. Now is the time to make a
plan. Just ignoring the problem is a bad idea. https://www.wired.com/story/guide-to-ebikeclasses/ is info on the various classes. If FNSB does not want to sort it out with this plan then just
draw the line at “motor”. If it has a motor, it is not allowed on non-motorized trails. That is what
UAF decided.
o This Plan is not intended to change trail policy in and of itself but provide guidance on
what policy changes may be taken to advance/achieve community goals and objectives.
Additionally, the TAC has not provided any indication or acted on how E-bikes should be
regulated in the Borough. The Plan does acknowledge the current treatment of E-bikes
and recommends the subject be reviewed and potentially reconsidered.
9. Add language pointing out that the proposed use categories are for recreational uses. Thanks for
adding the exception for grooming. Mushers commonly use a snowmachine to check/chase off
moose before mushing.
o This is already in the plan.
10. Future Trail Corridor List New from old plan is the S Use Category. This should be described in
more detail. Great idea to include that. The various lists have my head spinning.
o List have been updated for clarity.
11. The Skarland Trail is missing from B proposed components of the FNSB Recreation Tail Network
but the Equinox is included. Oh – there is Skarland in a list of FNSB park trails… but with no use
category! And for a long section the two trails are on the same alignment.
o Skarland is included in section II. Existing Publicly Dedicated Trails as it already exists. I
like the recommendation of adding use categories. Use categories have been added.
12. The other oddity in the list of borough park trails is Sauna Avenue/O’Brien Street Trails and
missing is Pearl Creek Park.
o Pearl Creek has been added.
13. What happened to UAF Trail System? It was in the old plan. Oh there it is on Existing Publicly
Dedicated Trails. I don’t think that UAF Trails belong on that list. UAF could decide to sell off
parts of North Campus. The trails don’t have dedicated easements. If UAF was to divide the
parcels would sure be nice to preserve the trails!
o The full description of the “II” category is inclusive of the UAF trails situation as their use
is protected by North Campus management plan. Title 17 would still apply for these
trails in the event of subdivision and disposal: the same reason State Parks trails are

included.
14. For clarity perhaps all additions from the old plan should be marked with (added 2022) Some
assembly person is sure to ask – what are we adding that was not in the old plan?
o This might be addressed by adding a column as described in the response to Comment
#10. This has been done.
15. Appendix A Zephyr Creek Trail The lower section of the trail “captured” the creek. Thus the
creek runs right down the trail. Needs to be realigned to the hillside. The upper section is a fall
line trail and is badly eroded. Realignment could also resolve this problem.
16. Word search “couth” “agreeement” “lie” “lak”
o Done.
17. Tanana Valley Railroad – Maybe add that Alaska Railroad holds an easement but it is only for a
railroad or telegraph line. The trail also crosses a number of private parcels so is at risk of being
blocked.
o Detail not necessary for plan narrative, but is housed in department files on the trail.
18. Pearl Creek Commuter Trail – It should be noted that the Commuter Trail connects to Skyline
Ridge Trail.
o This is indicated on the map.
19. What is missing from the plan is a list of rejected ideas. If FNSB wants the plan to glide through
upcoming hearings it needs to be working with user groups and explaining why the trails they
worked so hard on did not get included in the plan. For example, the ITPC has spent years
working on the Section Line Trail, an alternative to the Equinox Trail. It was first proposed by
Tom Hancock, former FNSB trail coordinator. The trail received DNR approval but was appealed
so sits in the backlog of appeals built up by Covid. It meets the following selection criteria –
Connective Potential, Loop, Views, Problem Solving – the chute, Convenience. If FNSB wants
support as this plan heads to the assembly the reasons for excluded trails needs to be explained.
o Explanation added to. See comment response above.
20. Apendix B Thank you for including the Trail Protection Toolkit Please rework it into plain English
so average reader can understand the meaning. For example “Default timeline is perpetual”
could be “Perpetual easement is assured” “how it should be recorded” is in several of the tools.
Maybe a more positive approach would be to suggest options for best protection such as
making the easement perpetual.
o Some revisions have been made.
21. DNR form 201-4054 Please redo this to be more positive. Suggest the easement be perpetual.
Suggest adding a detailed trail diagram to limit possible confusion about easement location.
Help users of the DNR form contribute to FNSB efforts to protect trails! We all benefit.
o Some revisions have been made.
22. Section Lines Please add “and can be used for trails.” (or some such) to opening sentence.
Another con is that use of section lines can be time consuming as DNR oversees the use and can
take years to make determinations.

o

This is implied and captured in the text.

23. Ester Dome has numerous trails that are not on the plan. For example there is a very popular
trail up Happy Ridge that crosses Henderson Rd and on up to the big corner on Ester Dome
Road.
o Included in Future Concepts.
24. While the plan lists positive attributes that gave a trail or idea a better chance of making it into
the plan but nowhere is their a list of limitations. Was there a numerical limit set by higher ups
in borough administration? Were mining claims, private property, steepness, etc. cause for trails
to be rejected? Was the TAC involved in filtering trails out of the plan? As things stand there will
be a bunch of angry people attending the assembly meeting demanding rejection of the plan
because there favorite trail was rejected for some unknown reason. Hardly in our best interest.
o See earlier responses. The process of trail selection and its criteria have been transparent
from the start and are clearly documented in the plan.

FAIRBANKS NORTH STAR BOROUGH
TRAILS ADVISORY COMMISSION (TAC) MEETING AGENDA
This meeting will be held by teleconference hosted from the
Mona Lisa Drexler Assembly Chambers
Juanita Helms Administration Center
907 Terminal Street, Fairbanks, AK
Monday, February 8, 2021 at 5:00 P.M.
Please use the link below to join the webinar:
https://fnsb-gov.zoomgov.com/j/1614935149
Or Dial 833 568 8864 Webinar ID 161 493 5149
A. ROLL CALL
B. MESSAGES
1. Citizen’s Comments – limited to three (3) minutes
2. Disclosure & Statement of Conflict of Interest
C. APPROVAL OF AGENDA
D. MINUTES
1. Minutes from October 12, 2020
E. COMMUNICATIONS FROM BOROUGH
1. General updates
F. NEW BUSINESS
1. Election of TAC officers for 2021
2. Isberg trail conditions: Recommendations for multi-use trail management
G. COMMISSIONER’S COMMENTS/COMMUNICATIONS
H. WORK SESSION STARTING AT OR AFTER 6:00 PM:
1. Comprehensive Recreational Trail Plan Update – Van Le & Taryn Oleson-Yelle, R&M

Consultants

a. Introduction to the Trail Plan update project, role and expectations of the TAC in
the plan development process, introductory visioning exercise
b. Trail issue identification at the Borough-wide level

I. AGENDA SETTING / NEXT MEETING
1. To be determined.
J. ADJOURNMENT

FAIRBANKS NORTH STAR BOROUGH TRAILS ADVISORY COMMISSION
MEETING AGENDA
THIS MEETING WILL BE HELD VIA ZOOM HOSTED FROM THE
MONA LISA DREXLER ASSEMBLY CHAMBERS AT THE
JUANITA HELMS ADMINISTRATION CENTER
907 TERMINAL STREET, FAIRBANKS, ALASKA
February 24, 2021 at 6:00 P.M.
Please use the link below to join the webinar:
https://fnsb-gov.zoomgov.com/j/1619251387
Or Dial (Toll Free) 833-568-8864 Webinar ID: 161 925 1387
A. CALL TO ORDER AND ROLL CALL
B. MESSAGES
1. Communications to the Trails Advisory Commission
2. Citizen’s Comments – limited to three (3) minutes
3. Disclosure & Statement of Conflict of Interest
C. APPROVAL OF AGENDA AND CONSENT AGENDA
Approval of consent agenda passes all routine items indicated by asterisk (*) on
agenda. Consent agenda items are not considered separately unless any
Commission member or citizen so requests. In the event of such request, the item
is returned to the general agenda.
D. *MINUTES
1. *Minutes from February 8, 2021.
E. UNFINISHED BUSINESS
1. Election of TAC officers for 2021
F. NEW BUSINESS
G. EXCUSE FUTURE ABSENCES
H. COMMISSIONER’S COMMENTS/COMMUNICATIONS
I. ADJOURNMENT
WORK SESSION
Immediately following the regular agenda, the FNSB Trails Advisory Commission
will have a work session with R&M Consultants regarding trail issue identification
for trail systems west and north of Steese Highway. Trail issue identification may
include needs, ideas and other pertinent issues. The community is invited to
participate in this work session as part of the process to update the Trail Plan.

FAIRBANKS NORTH STAR BOROUGH TRAILS ADVISORY COMMISSION MEETING
AGENDA
THIS MEETING WILL BE HELD VIA ZOOM HOSTED FROM THE
MONA LISA DREXLER ASSEMBLY CHAMBERS AT THE
JUANITA HELMS ADMINISTRATION CENTER
907 TERMINAL STREET, FAIRBANKS, ALASKA
March 1, 2021 at 6:00 P.M.
Please use the link below to join the webinar:
https://fnsb-gov.zoomgov.com/j/1602699088
Or Dial (Toll Free) 833-568-8864 Webinar ID: 160 269 9088
A. CALL TO ORDER AND ROLL CALL
B. MESSAGES
1. Communications to the Trails Advisory Commission
2. Citizen’s Comments – limited to three (3) minutes
3. Disclosure & Statement of Conflict of Interest
C. APPROVAL OF AGENDA AND CONSENT AGENDA
Approval of consent agenda passes all routine items indicated by asterisk (*) on agenda.
Consent agenda items are not considered separately unless any Commission member or
citizen so requests. In the event of such request, the item is returned to the general
agenda.
D. *MINUTES
1. *Minutes from February 24, 2021.
E. CONSENT AGENDA ITEMS
F. UNFINISHED BUSINESS
G. NEW BUSINESS
H. EXCUSE FUTURE ABSENCES
I. COMMISSIONER’S COMMENTS/COMMUNICATIONS
J. ADJOURNMENT
WORK SESSION
Immediately following the regular agenda, the FNSB Trails Advisory Commission will
have a work session with R&M Consultants regarding trail issue identification for trail
systems east and south of the Steese Highway. Trail issue identification may include
needs, ideas and other pertinent issues. The community is invited to participate in this
work session as part of the process to update the Trail Plan.

FAIRBANKS NORTH STAR BOROUGH TRAILS ADVISORY COMMISSION MEETING
AGENDA
THIS MEETING WILL BE HELD VIA ZOOM HOSTED FROM THE
MONA LISA DREXLER ASSEMBLY CHAMBERS AT THE
JUANITA HELMS ADMINISTRATION CENTER
907 TERMINAL STREET, FAIRBANKS, ALASKA
April 5, 2021 at 6:00 P.M.
Please use the link below to join the webinar:
https://fnsb-gov.zoomgov.com/j/1602699088
Or Dial (Toll Free) 833-568-8864 Webinar ID: 160 269 9088
A. CALL TO ORDER AND ROLL CALL
B. MESSAGES
1. Communications to the Trails Advisory Commission
2. Citizen’s Comments – limited to three (3) minutes
3. Disclosure & Statement of Conflict of Interest
C. APPROVAL OF AGENDA AND CONSENT AGENDA
Approval of consent agenda passes all routine items indicated by asterisk (*) on agenda.
Consent agenda items are not considered separately unless any Commission member or
citizen so requests. In the event of such request, the item is returned to the general
agenda.
D. *MINUTES
1. *Minutes from March 1, 2021.
E. CONSENT AGENDA ITEMS
F. UNFINISHED BUSINESS
G. NEW BUSINESS
1. Letter of support for 2021 Recreational Trails Program Round 2 grant project
a. Interior Alaska Trails and Parks Foundation’s application for trail connections
between forestry roads in the Tanana Valley State Forest—Geoff Orth
2. Comprehensive Recreational Trail Plan Update—R&M Consultants
a. Review of progress to date
b. Draft of vision statement
c. Goals development & review exercise
d. Objectives development exercise
e. Action strategies brainstorming
H. EXCUSE FUTURE ABSENCES
I. COMMISSIONER’S COMMENTS/COMMUNICATIONS
J. ADJOURNMENT

FAIRBANKS NORTH STAR BOROUGH TRAILS ADVISORY COMMISSION MEETING
AGENDA
THIS MEETING WILL BE HELD VIA ZOOM HOSTED FROM THE
MONA LISA DREXLER ASSEMBLY CHAMBERS AT THE
JUANITA HELMS ADMINISTRATION CENTER
907 TERMINAL STREET, FAIRBANKS, ALASKA
April 14, 2021 at 6:00 P.M.
Please use the link below to join the webinar:
https://fnsb-gov.zoomgov.com/j/1609515024
Or Dial (Toll Free) 833-568-8864 Webinar ID: 160 951 5024
A. CALL TO ORDER AND ROLL CALL
B. MESSAGES

1. Communications to the Trails Advisory Commission
2. Citizen’s Comments – limited to three (3) minutes
3. Disclosure & Statement of Conflict of Interest
C. APPROVAL OF AGENDA AND CONSENT AGENDA
Approval of consent agenda passes all routine items indicated by asterisk (*) on agenda.
Consent agenda items are not considered separately unless any Commission member or
citizen so requests. In the event of such request, the item is returned to the general
agenda.
D. *MINUTES

1. *Minutes from April 5, 2021.
E. UNFINISHED BUSINESS

1. Comprehensive Recreational Trail Plan Update – R&M Consultants.
a. Draft of vision statement
b. Objectives development exercise
c. Action strategies brainstorming

F. EXCUSE FUTURE ABSENCES
G. COMMISSIONER’S COMMENTS/COMMUNICATIONS
H. ADJOURNMENT
Due to the current public health emergency, this meeting will be held via Zoom. More specific
information will be posted on the Stay Connected with your Boards and Commissions webpage at
https://www.fnsb.gov/835/Stay-Connected-with-Your-Boards-and-Comm prior to the meeting so
participants can attend by telephone or other electronic means.
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FAIRBANKS NORTH STAR BOROUGH TRAILS ADVISORY COMMISSION MEETING
AGENDA

THIS MEETING WILL BE HELD IN-PERSON AND BY ZOOM OR ZOOM ONLY
HOSTED FROM THE
MONA LISA DREXLER ASSEMBLY CHAMBERS AT THE
JUANITA HELMS ADMINISTRATION CENTER
907 TERMINAL STREET, FAIRBANKS, ALASKA
May 4, 2021 6:00 P.M.
Please use the link below to join the webinar:
https://fnsb-gov.zoomgov.com/j/1604861843
Or Dial (Toll Free) 833-568-8864 Webinar ID: 160 486 1843
A. CALL TO ORDER AND ROLL CALL
B. MESSAGES
1. Communications to the Trails Advisory Commission
2. Citizen’s Comments – limited to three (3) minutes
a. Agenda items not scheduled for public hearing
b. Items other than those appearing on the agenda
3. Disclosure & Statement of Conflict of Interest
C. APPROVAL OF AGENDA AND CONSENT AGENDA
Approval of consent agenda passes all routine items indicated by asterisk (*) on agenda.
Consent agenda items are not considered separately unless any Commission member or
citizen so requests. In the event of such request, the item is returned to the general
agenda.
D. *MINUTES
1. *Minutes from April 14, 2021.
E. CONSENT AGENDA ITEMS
F. EXCUSE FUTURE ABSENCES
G. COMMISSIONER’S COMMENTS/COMMUNICATIONS
H. ADJOURNMENT
WORK SESSION
Immediately following the regular agenda, the FNSB Trails Advisory Commission will
host an open visioning and goal-setting work session for the Trail Plan. R&M Consultants
will lead attendees in exercises to help develop a vision and goals for the trail plan. The
community is invited to participate in this work session as part of the process to update
the Trail Plan.

FAIRBANKS NORTH STAR BOROUGH TRAILS ADVISORY COMMISSION
MEETING AGENDA
THIS MEETING WILL BE HELD IN-PERSON AND BY ZOOM OR BY ZOOM
ONLY
HOSTED FROM THE
MONA LISA DREXLER ASSEMBLY CHAMBERS AT THE
JUANITA HELMS ADMINISTRATION CENTER
907 TERMINAL STREET, FAIRBANKS, ALASKA
June 7, 2021 6:00 PM
Please use the link below to join the webinar:
https://fnsb-gov.zoomgov.com/j/1606036771
Or Dial (Toll Free) 833-568-8864 Webinar ID: 160 603 6771
WORK SESSION
The Trails Advisory Commission will host a work session, facilitated by R&M
Consultants, to confirm the draft vision and goals for the Trails Plan and review
preliminary results of the community trail use survey and public input.
A. CALL TO ORDER AND ROLL CALL
B. MESSAGES
1. Communications to the Trails Advisory Commission
2. Citizen’s Comments – limited to three (3) minutes
a. Agenda items not scheduled for public hearing
b. Items other than those appearing on the agenda
3. Disclosure & Statement of Conflict of Interest
C. APPROVAL OF AGENDA AND CONSENT AGENDA
Approval of consent agenda passes all routine items indicated by asterisk (*) on
agenda. Consent agenda items are not considered separately unless any
Commission member or citizen so requests. In the event of such request, the item
is returned to the general agenda.
D. *MINUTES
1. *Minutes from May 4, 2021.
E. CONSENT AGENDA ITEMS

F. EXCUSE FUTURE ABSENCES
G. COMMISSIONER’S COMMENTS/COMMUNICATIONS
H. ADJOURNMENT
This meeting will be conducted in-person and by Zoom or by Zoom-only, to be
determined after considering the FNSB Operational Status as determined by the FNSB Risk
Matrix and if the Juanita Helms Administration Center is otherwise open to the public.
Please visit https://www.fnsb.gov/835/Stay-Connected-with-Your-Boards-and-Comm or
contact the Department of Community Planning by calling 459-1260 or emailing
fnsbpc@fnsb.gov for more information.

FAIRBANKS NORTH STAR BOROUGH TRAILS ADVISORY COMMISSION MEETING
AGENDA
THIS MEETING WILL BE HELD VIA ZOOM HOSTED FROM THE
MONA LISA DREXLER ASSEMBLY CHAMBERS AT THE
JUANITA HELMS ADMINISTRATION CENTER
907 TERMINAL STREET, FAIRBANKS, ALASKA
July 6, 2021 6:00 P.M.
Please use the link below to join the webinar:
https://fnsb-gov.zoomgov.com/j/1600149144
Or Dial (Toll Free) 833-568-8864 Webinar ID: 160 014 9144
WORK SESSION

The FNSB TAC will host a work session, facilitated by R&M Consultants, to develop a
guide or process for identifying priority future trail projects and initiatives to be
recommended in the updated Comprehensive Recreational Trails Plan.
The regular meeting will begin immediately following the work session.
A. CALL TO ORDER AND ROLL CALL
B. MESSAGES
1. Communications to the Trails Advisory Commission
2. Citizen’s Comments – limited to three (3) minutes
a. Agenda items not scheduled for public hearing
b. Items other than those appearing on the agenda
3. Disclosure & Statement of Conflict of Interest
C. APPROVAL OF AGENDA AND CONSENT AGENDA
Approval of consent agenda passes all routine items indicated by asterisk (*) on agenda.
Consent agenda items are not considered separately unless any Commission member or
citizen so requests. In the event of such request, the item is returned to the general
agenda.
D. *MINUTES
1. *Minutes from June 7, 2021.
E. CONSENT AGENDA ITEMS
F. EXCUSE FUTURE ABSENCES
G. COMMISSIONER’S COMMENTS/COMMUNICATIONS
H. ADJOURNMENT
This meeting will be conducted in person and by Zoom or Zoom-only, to be determined based upon
the FNSB Operational Status as determined by the FNSB Risk Matrix and if the Juanita Helms

Fairbanks North Star Borough

TRAILS ADVISORY COMMISSION MEETING AGENDA
October 25, 2021 at 6:00 p.m.
This meeting will be held at or hosted from the
Mona Lisa Drexler Assembly Chambers
Juanita Helms Administration Center
907 Terminal Street, Fairbanks, AK
This meeting will be conducted in-person and by zoom or zoom-only with consideration given to
the Borough Operational Status and if the Juanita Helms Administration Center is otherwise open
to the public. Please visit https://www.fnsb.gov/406/Boards-Commissions or contact the Borough
Clerk’s Office (907) 459-1401.

A. CALL TO ORDER
B. ROLL CALL
C. WORK SESSION
Facilitated by R&M Consultants, to review recommended future trail
corridors to be included in the updated Comprehensive Recreational Trails
Plan. This work session will address trails and trail systems west of the
Steese Highway. The community is invited and encouraged to participate
and provide feedback during the work session.
Documents:
TAC Meeting 5 Presentation_10-12-21.pdf
21-10-12 CTP FNSB West_Draft Maps_sm (1).pdf

D. ADJOURNMENT
E. AUDIO FILES - TRAILS ADVISORY COMMISSION MEETING
10.25.2021_TAC_AUDIO TRACK 1
10.25.2021_TAC_AUDIO TRACK 2
10.25.2021_TAC_AUDIO TRACK 3
F. ACTION MEMORANDUM - TRAILS ADVISORY COMMISSION
Documents:
10_25_2021_TAC_ACTION MEMO.pdf

F. ACTION MEMORANDUM - TRAILS ADVISORY COMMISSION
Documents:
10_25_2021_TAC_ACTION MEMO.pdf

Fairbanks North Star Borough

TRAILS ADVISORY COMMISSION WORK SESSION AGENDA
November 22, 2021 at 6:00 p.m.
This meeting will be held at or hosted from the
Mona Lisa Drexler Assembly Chambers
Juanita Helms Administration Center
907 Terminal Street, Fairbanks, AK
This meeting will be conducted in-person and by zoom or zoom-only with consideration given to
the Borough Operational Status and if the Juanita Helms Administration Center is otherwise open
to the public. Please visit https://www.fnsb.gov/406/Boards-Commissions or contact the Borough
Clerk’s Office (907) 459-1401.

A. CALL TO ORDER
B. ROLL CALL
C. WORK SESSION
Facilitated by R&M Consultants, to review drafts of future trail corridors
recommended for inclusion in the updated Comprehensive Recreational
Trails Plan. The work session will address trails and trail systems east of the
Elliott Highway and east and south of the Steese Highway. The community is
invited and encouraged to participate and provide feedback during the work
session. Additional materials and information about the Trail Plan update
process can be found at www.fnsbtrailsplan.com.
Documents:
TAC Meeting 5.2 Presentation_Draft_R.pdf
FNSB 2021 CTP East Maps.pdf

D. ADJOURNMENT
E. AUDIO FILES - TRAILS ADVISORY COMMISSION WORK SESSION
11.22.2021_TAC_WS AUDIO TRACK 1
11.22.2021_TAC_WS AUDIO TRACK 2
11.22.2021_TAC_WS AUDIO TRACK 3
F. ACTION MEMORANDUM - TRAILS ADVISORY COMMISSION WORK
SESSION
Documents:

11.22.2021_TAC_WS AUDIO TRACK 3
F. ACTION MEMORANDUM - TRAILS ADVISORY COMMISSION WORK
SESSION
Documents:
11_22_2021_TAC_WS ACTION MEMO.pdf

Trails Advisory Commission Work Session Agenda
January 24, 2022
*Immediately following the Trails Advisory Commission Meeting*
This meeting will be held at or hosted from the
Mona Lisa Drexler Assembly Chambers
Juanita Helms Administration Center
907 Terminal Street, Fairbanks, AK
This meeting will be conducted in-person and by Zoom or Zoom-only with consideration given
to the Borough Operational Status and if the Juanita Helms Administration Center is otherwise
open to the public. Please visit https://www.fnsb.gov/406/Boards-Commissions or contact the
Borough Clerk’s Office (907) 459-1401.
A.

CALL TO ORDER

B.

ROLL CALL

C.

WORK SESSION
C.1.

Facilitated by R&M Consultants to review and provide feedback on trail program
recommendations and implementation strategies to be included in the updated
Comprehensive Recreational Trails Plan.

C.1.a. Commissioner feedback to R&M Consultants
C.1.b. Public Comments
D.

ADJOURNMENT
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Trails Advisory Commission Work Session Agenda
May 23, 2022 at 6:00 p.m.
This meeting will be held at or hosted from the
Mona Lisa Drexler Assembly Chambers
Juanita Helms Administration Center
907 Terminal Street, Fairbanks, AK
A.

CALL TO ORDER

B.

WORK SESSION
B.1.

The Fairbanks North Star Borough Trails Advisory Commission will host a work
session, facilitated by R&M Consultants, to review and comment on the draft
updated Comprehensive Recreational Trails Plan. Additional materials and
information about the Trails Plan update process, including the draft plan, can be
found at www.fnsbtrailsplan.com.

B.1.a. Commissioner feedback to R&M Consultants
B.1.b. Public Comments
C.

ADJOURNMENT

Page 1 of 111

Trails Advisory Commission Work Session Agenda
June 27, 2022
*Immediately Following the Trails Advisory Commission Meeting*
Mona Lisa Drexler Assembly Chambers
Juanita Helms Administration Center
907 Terminal Street, Fairbanks, AK
A.

CALL TO ORDER

B.

ROLL CALL

C.

WORK SESSION
C.1.

The Fairbanks North Star Borough Trails Advisory Commission will host a work
session to continue reviewing and commenting on the draft updated
Comprehensive Recreational Trails Plan. Additional materials and information about
the Trails Plan update process, including the draft plan, can be found at
www.fnsbtrailsplan.com.

C.1.a. Commissioner feedback to staff and R&M Consultants
C.1.b. Public comments
D.

ADJOURNMENT
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YOUR FUTURE ROADS and TRAILS, FNSB Community!
Did we get them right?
COME TELL US. IN-PERSON.

MAY 17 & 19, 2022
COMMUNITY OPEN HOUSES

Draft FNSB Road Corridors &
Draft FNSB Recreational Trails Plan
www.FNSBRoadsPlan.com | www.FNSBTrailsPlan.com

WHY YOU ARE RECEIVING THIS POSTCARD
• DRAFT Roads and Trails Plan maps indicate a potential road or trail might
cross your or a neighbor’s property.
• Property may be affected by these potential roads or trails, if the land
is ever subdivided.
• Open houses and information on the project websites are opportunities for
you to review and share thoughts and ask questions.
• As a property owner and community member, we need your feedback!

FNS
B

Roads Plan

TWO OPPORTUNITIES TO
SHARE YOUR FEEDBACK
Tuesday, May 17th, 6:00 – 8:00 PM
North Pole High School Commons
(601 NPHS Blvd #7800, North Pole)

Thursday, May 19th, 6:00 – 8:00 PM
Lathrop High School Cafeteria
(901 Airport Way, Fairbanks)

WHAT TO EXPECT
• We will have maps covering most areas of the borough
with draft future roads and trails.
• You can write or share your comments with the
project team.
• The project team will also share information, listen,
and answer your questions about how specific roads
and trails were selected, moved, or removed from the
draft maps, and next steps.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Email or call Brittany Smart, FNSB Co-Project Manager:
brittany.smart@fnsb.gov | 907-459-1302

DRAFT PLAN REVIEW | GENERAL COMMENT FORM
COMPREHENSIVE RECREATIONAL TRAILS PLAN UPDATE

The Fairbanks North Star Borough is updating its Trails Plan. The Trails Plan will be the primary decision-making tool
guiding FNSB and its partners to prioritize the allocation of available resources to local trails for the next 10+ years.
Please review the Draft Comprehensive Recreational Trails Plan, speciﬁcally Chapter 6 System-Wide Recommendations
and Chapter 7 Trail Recommendations and let us know if we got it right or what we missed!
YOUR NAME and EMAIL * Contact information is optional, but please provide if you have questions or would like follow up from a project team member

TRAIL NAME or SECTION OF THE DRAFT PLAN
COMMENT:

DOES YOUR COMMENT APPLY TO SPECIFIC
TRAIL USER GROUPS?

Learn more and share with us at www.fnsbtrailsplan.com/
Contact: Bryant Wright, FNSB Project Manager

bryant.wright@fnsb.gov
2022/05/17

Comprehensive Recreational
Trails Plan Update
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7/8/22, 3:55 PM

Constant Contact

Fairbanks North Start Borough
Parks & Recreation Department, Trails Office

Comprehensive Recreational Trails Plan Update

Join Us for the Trails Advisory Commission Work Session
October 25th @ 6:00 PM via Zoom to
Review Draft Trail Recommendations for the North & West Areas

Help us decide which trail
recommendations to include in
the updated Trails Plan!
The maps presented at the work
session are a product of public
input to date, ground conditions
and trail management best
practices.
They are the big-picture, longterm development plan for trails
in the FNSB. Trails identified on
the maps and in the Plan have an
opportunity to be preserved.
Draft Maps illustrate the issues
we are trying to address and
objectives we're working to
achieve.
At this stage in the process, the maps are conceptual; line widths and alignments are
abstracted for graphic clarity.

 e are gathering your input on draft trail recommendations over the next two months.
W
If you can't make the TAC meetings, please see the project website for more ways to
participate!

https://app.constantcontact.com/pages/campaigns/view/list
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Constant Contact

The Trails Advisory Commission will hold a work session on Monday,
November 22nd @ 6:00 PM via Zoom to review the draft trail recommendations for
the South and East areas of the Borough
Maps will be available online for you to review and leave comments on. Stay tuned
& please check the project website closer to and following the TAC meeting dates.
See the project website for the meeting links & materials.
Thank you for your contributions to the Trails Plan Update.
Your input is essential to the development of a successful plan.
For questions about the Trails Plan Update, please contact:
Bryant Wright, Project Manager
Fairbanks North Star Borough
bryant.wright@fnsb.gov
907-459-7401

Taryn Oleson-Yelle, AICP, Lead Planner
R&M Consultants, Inc.
toleson@rmconsult.com
907-646-9645

Visit the Trails Office Page

www.FNSBTrailsPlan.com

R&M Consultants Inc. on behalf of the FNSB Trails Office | Website

R&M Consultants, Inc. | 9101 Vanguard Drive, Anchorage, AK 99507
Unsubscribe {recipient's email}
Update Profile | Constant Contact Data Notice
Sent by toleson@rmconsult.com powered by

Try email marketing for free today!

https://app.constantcontact.com/pages/campaigns/view/list
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10/21/21, 11:33 AM

Borough wants input for trail plan | Local News | newsminer.com

https://www.newsminer.com/news/local_news/borough-wants-input-for-trail-plan/article_ca3e4910-aee3-11eba550-4ba175e12e67.html

Borough wants input for trail plan
Maisie Thomas, mthomas@newsminer.com
May 7, 2021

Ester Dome inner loop trail pictured on Jan. 25.
Sam Ferrara/News-Miner

The Fairbanks North Star Borough is seeking public input as it updates its Comprehensive
Recreational Trail Plan.

https://www.newsminer.com/news/local_news/borough-wants-input-for-trail-plan/article_ca3e4910-aee3-11eb-a550-4ba175e12e67.html
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Borough wants input for trail plan | Local News | newsminer.com

The FNSB Parks and Recreation Department will use the feedback to create an inventory of trail
needs, issues (such as maintenance, public access, and conflicts among types of users), ideas and
values.
“We absolutely need to hear from people,” said FNSB Trails Coordinator Bryant Wright.
The Trail Plan, which currently encompasses over 800 miles of trails, is the central tool the borough
uses to guide trail protection and management. Wright explained that its number one priority is to
make sure the trails are protected during subdividing processes — this will ensure that they remain
publicly accessible.
At this stage, the borough is hoping to better understand who uses trails and how people interact
with them, including patterns of use and general values. Wright said they are particularly looking for
input from North Pole and Salcha; both areas have a lot of trails and users, but there is very little
information about them.
The plan has not been majorly updated since it was created in 1985. Wright says he imagines that
much has changed in the past 36 years; user feedback will help the borough determine how trail use
has evolved in ways the plan should address. The update will impact trails for the next 10 to 20
years.
The Alaskan planning firm R&M Consultants has been hired to help with the project, which is funded
through a federal grant from the Department of Defense Office of Local Defense Community
Cooperation. A draft is expected before the end of the year. As major sections of the draft are
completed, there will be further opportunities for public comment.
There are three main ways for individuals (trail users or not) to provide feedback. These are detailed
at www.fnsbtrailsplan.com. The options include a 10-minute anonymous survey, which must be
completed before May 15; providing comments on an interactive mapping tool — a more indepth
option — which also ends on May 15; and submitting a comment directly.
Additionally, some individuals received a postcard in the mail with a different survey link. Wright said
that it is very important for these individuals to use the link provided on the card.
Contact reporter Maisie Thomas at 459-7544.

https://www.newsminer.com/news/local_news/borough-wants-input-for-trail-plan/article_ca3e4910-aee3-11eb-a550-4ba175e12e67.html
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FNSB Trails Advisory Commission seeks input on Recreational Trail Plan maps | Outdoors | newsminer.com

https://www.newsminer.com/features/outdoors/fnsb-trails-advisory-commission-seeks-input-on-recreational-trailplan-maps/article_ff813124-48b6-11ec-b890-3faffa1de930.html

FNSB Trails Advisory Commission seeks input on Recreational
Trail Plan maps
Staff report
Nov 19, 2021

New signage posted at the Rosie Creek Trailhead, a system of forestry roads that the Alaska Division of Forestry is
cultivating for recreational use between harvests.
Geoffrey Orth

The Fairbanks North Star Borough is updating its Comprehensive Recreational Trail Plan and is
seeking more public input on Monday. The Trails Advisory Commission is hosting a virtual meeting
on Monday, Nov. 22, during which people can review trail maps and provide recommendations for
trails east of the Elliott and Steese highways.
The meeting will take place at 6 p.m and a link will be available on the plan’s website,
www.fnsbtrailsplan.com.
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Trails on the west side of the borough were discussed at an earlier meeting and will be available for
further comment until Dec. 1. The trail plan is used by the borough to protect and develop trails. A
final draft is expected to be available for review by March 2022.

Contact reporter Maisie Thomas at 907-459-7544 or mthomas@newsminer.com.
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Projects aim to improve nonmotorized routes in Fairbanks
Julie Stricker jstricker@newsminer.com
Feb 25, 2021

The borough is seeking input on area trails, such as the popular Equinox Marathon trail, seen here at the top of Ester Dome
during the 57th Annual Equinox Marathon Saturday, September 21, 2019.
Eric Engman/News-Miner

Correction: The Monday, March 1 public hearing is at 6 p.m.
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If it were easier to walk or bike to work or just to get around town, would that inspire you leave the
car at home more often? Two separate community initiatives in the Fairbanks North Star Borough
are looking at ways to improve infrastructure that would encourage more people to walk, bike or just
get out into nature more easily.
The first is called Connect Fairbanks. It’s a look at regional nonmotorized transportation and what
needs to be done to increase the number of Fairbanks-area residents walking and biking or
accessing public transportation and making it easier and safer for those who do. The end result
would update the 2012 Fairbanks Non-Motorized Transportation Plan. It would also help residents
save money and improve their health and environment, according to the Alaska Statewide Active
Transportation Plan.
“If twice as many people chose to walk and cycle as do so today, there would be $6.5 million in
health, transportation, and environmental benefits to the Fairbanks-North Pole region,” the plan
states.
Connect Fairbanks was created by Fairbanks Area Surface Transportation (FAST) Planning, with
input from the bicycle and pedestrian advisory committee. It seeks to improve the region’s
nonmotorized infrastructure and make it accessible year-round not only to walkers and cyclists, but
also to those who rely on walkers, canes, crutches and wheelchairs. A draft plan (bit.ly/3kr242X) is
being circulated and residents are asked to share their input and public comments before March 19.
The draft itself is 255 pages, so here’s a very brief overview of what it contains.
Since 2012, two dozen projects with major bicycle or pedestrian elements have been built, including
the reconstruction of Cushman Street; upgrades on 10th Avenue from Cushman to the Steese
Highway; the Noble Street upgrade; and the Goldhill bicycle and pedestrian trail. Another 10 are in
progress, including a plan to make Lacey Street a more pedestrian-friendly route, rebuild Cowles
Street, upgrade Minnie Street and reconstruction Fifth Avenue.
The draft also includes dozens of additional projects divided into high, medium, and low-priority
projects. They include the region from west Fairbanks to North Pole and include additional
connector routes for biking and walking, wider sidewalks, access improvements to comply with
the Americans with Disabilities Act and more pedestrian crossings in busy areas, such as College
Road. Price tags range from $16 million (for upgrades to the Old Steese Highway) to less than a $1
million for smaller projects.
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Notable projects include extending South Lathrop Street to improve access to Tanana Lakes
Recreation Area, building a bike path along the Richardson Highway between Fairbanks and North
Pole, expanding the Chena River Walk to the north side of the river alongside Peger Road,
reconstruct and improve Bradway Road in North Pole and many others.
If the full plan is implemented, it would add about 37.8 miles of shared-use paths, 17.2 road miles of
bike-able shoulders or dedicated bike lanes, 2.8 road miles of sidewalks and improvements to at
least eight crossings to improve pedestrian and cyclist comfort and safety, according to the draft
report.

FNSB Comprehensive Recreational Trail Plan update
While the Connect Fairbanks plan looks at the urban transportation interface, the borough is
updating its plan for recreational trails around the borough. According to Eric Troyer, who writes the
Interior Alaska Trails newsletter, “the Comprehensive Recreational Trail Plan is the primary decisionmaking tool the borough uses to guide protection and management of local trails. The plan does not
get updated often, so changes made now could affect local trails for the next 10 or 20 years.”
The borough is seeking input on issues with existing trails, such as maintenance, public access, and
conflicts among user groups, Troyer said. Eventually, it will also look at the potential for new trails,
so it’s important for trail users to speak up.
“This process is just getting started,” Troyer said in the newsletter. “The main thrust right now is to
collect information, including what trails are being used now. Many trails in the borough on the plan,
but many are not. If a trail you care about is not on the plan, now is the time to try to get it added.
Your advocacy won’t guarantee that the trail is protected, but staying silent will guarantee you won’t
have a say.”
Many well-used trails that have been built in recent years aren’t included in the plan, such as those
at the Tanana Lakes rec area, the Peat Ponds, Peede Road Open Space as well as the Goldstream
Sports ski trails.
A draft of the plan update needs to be done before the end of the year, he said.
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The first public hearing was Wednesday, Feb. 24, and focused on the trails and trail systems west
and north of the Steese Highway, including Fairbanks, Chena Ridge, Goldstream, Ester, Cripple
Creek, College Road, Farmer’s Loop Road, Murphy Dome, and the Elliott Highway.
A second hearing is scheduled for March 1, starting at 6 p.m. That meeting will focus on trails and
trail systems east and south of the Steese Highway, including North Pole, Badger Road, Fort
Wainwright and Eielson military bases, Moose Creek, Salcha, Harding and Birch Lakes, Steele
Creek, Chena Hot Springs Road, Two Rivers, Pleasant Valley and Chatanika.
The meetings are being held remotely, via Zoom. For more information, see
www.FNSBTrailsPlan.com or contact project manager Bryant Wright of the FNSB Parks and
Recreation department at Bryant.Wright@fnsb.gov.
Contact staff writer Julie Stricker at 459-7532.
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Sunday is the deadline to submit comments on borough's trails
plan
Maisie Thomas
Jun 24, 2022

Maisie Thomas

The Fairbanks North Star Borough Parks and Recreation Department is seeking input as it updates
its Comprehensive Recreational Trails Plan. Next week is the deadline for the public to comment on
the plan, as Fairbanksans have through Sunday to submit comments.
The plan — and user input — is crucial for protecting popular trails in the Borough. The purpose of
the Trails Plan is to identify “trails throughout the Borough that have high recreational value for the
community and deserve some level of protection for public access,” according to the FNSB website.
The plan is “critical” because it is “the borough’s primary way of protecting access to trails,”
explained FNSB Trails Coordinator Bryant Wright.
Based on community input, the plan establishes a categorized system of trails, sets maintenance
policies, and calls for a trail dedication authority to protect public access. Moreover, it will dictate the
way trails are maintained and the way borough resources are allocated to different trails. “We want
to hear from the community which trails are most important to them,” Wright said, in order to best
allocate resources.
The trails plan also includes overall trail development concepts and goals. Fairbanksans now have
the unique ability to “decide the direction of trails in our community,” Wright said. The community,
Wright said, “has an excellent vision for the future of Fairbanks with trails connecting every corner of
the community.” Through the Trails Plan, the borough is “trying to make that vision a reality.”
The document is important for continued public access because trails often span different types of
property (meaning both public and private land) and thus long-term access is not always
guaranteed. Land ownership could change any day and could block access, Wright said. Trails that
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are included in the trails plan “receive protection across a piece of property if that property is ever
subdivided.”
Community input is important because the update is a long time coming. The list of trails included in
the plan has not been updated in over 15 years, since 2006. Since then, and since the trails plan
was first created in 1985, there have been many changes in ordinances, land uses, demographics
and use patterns. These developments have, in turn, “impacted how borough residents use and
access recreational trails,” according to the trails plan website.
Since the existing document is outdated, the borough’s goal is to bring the plan inline with the
current Fairbanks environment and the way people interact with trails.
The process of updating the plan has been ongoing for about two years. At this stage, the draft is
essentially complete. However, Wright said, “We still want leftover comments or concerns.”
While the plan is still a draft and has a few more steps before it is finalized, Wright emphasized that
this is the last point at which there can be substantial changes.
Residents can submit comments either by emailing Wright at bryant.wright@fnsb.gov or through the
online form www.fnsbtrailsplan.com/contact.
The link to the Trails plan website is www.fnsbtrailsplan.com.

Contact reporter Maisie Thomas at 907-459-7544 or mthomas@newsminer.com.
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